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PREFACE

This report introduces a modeling approach for evaluating the cost-
effectiveness of Department of Defense manpower decisions in a "total
force" management context-i.e., in a context that simultaneously
recognizes the roles of the active, reserve, and civilian work forces in
achieving both peacetime and potential wartime operating goals. The
report uses simple but plausible numerical illustrations to show that
the proposed approach can yield different conclusions from analyses
that evaluate choices between active and reserve or active and civilian
manning without accounting for the interactions among all goals and
all personnel inventories.

The idea for this study grew from two ongoing research projects at
RAND: (1) "The Cost-Effectiveness of Active, Civil Service, and Con-
tractor Personnel," sponsored by the Office of the Assistant Secretary
of Defense for Force Management and Personnel, and (2) thc "Enlisted
Force Management Project," sponsored by the Deputy Chief of Staff
for Personnel, Headquarters, United States Air Force. The former
project deals with the relative costs and productive contributions of the
Department of Defense active and civilian work forces, and part of the
latter project deals with evaluating the costs of the Air Force active
duty enlisted force.

Development of this modeling approach is continuing. Enhanced
versions of the model now deal with such personnel management poli-
cies as retraining and rotation. However, the current report presents
only the initial, simplified model.

The work reported here was supported by equal amounts of research
support/concept development funding from the Defense Manpower
Research Center, part of RAND's National Defense Research Institute
(an OSD-supported Federally Funded Research and Development
Center), and the Resource Management Program, part of RAND's
Project AIR FORCE.
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SUMMARY

This report documents an exploratory research project that
addressed two broad questions:

" What are the salient relationships between wartime and peace-
time manpower roles and between military and civilian man-
power utilization-and how can these relationships be
integrated in a manpower management model? And,

" Would such a model evaluate manning options differently from
conventional analysis? That is, could it fundamentally alter
DoD labor management?

The report lays out desirable features for a total force management
model, builds a rudimentary version of such a model, and exercises it
to demonstrate that such a model can, indeed, lead to manning policies
different from those favored by existing DoD policy guidance.

The total force modeling approach proposed here has the following
major features:

" The management objective is cost-effectiveness. Each area of
defense endeavor should be prepared to meet its wartime and
peacetime performance targets at the lowest possible peacetime
cost, and targets for different parts of the force should be set to
maximize overall defense capabilities within any given budget.
The modeling approach should also help decisionmakers evalu-
ate the cost implications of deviating from these objectives in
order to satisfy other social or institutional goals.

" Peacetime costs are linked to wartime capability goals by the need
to establish and maintain peacetime resource inventories for
potential wartime use.

" Different areas of defense endeavor have different combinations
of wartime and peacetime capability goals. Some parts of the
force, such as personnel planning, may have larger roles in
peacetime than in wartime, while other parts of the force, such
as airborne infantry, have larger wartime roles.

" Different categories of manpower (active, reserve, and civilian)
are linked by their overlapping capacities to contribute to peace-
time performance and wartime capability.

* A worker's value in defense activities is evaluated in two distinct
dimensions. A worker's contribution to wartime capability is

V
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not necessarily the same as his or her contribution to peacetime
performance.
The costs and capabilities derived [ruin military manning are
heavily influenced by limited lateral entry to the military person-
nel inventories.

The rudimentary model that embodies these features is a linear pro-
gramming model that considers individual areas of defense endeavor.
Its equations describe the behavior of personnel inventories (e.g., reten-
tion flow rates) and relate both wartime capability and peacetime per-
formance to the size and composition of the inventories. The peace-
time and wartime goals appear in the form of constraints that must be
satisfied. The objective is to minimize the part-of-force costs subject to
the constraints that all goals are met. Although the model is highly
simplified in this initial version, it is a working model that could serve
as a framework for more advanced formulations.

The model's implications are revealed through realistic numerical
illustrations. The cost variables and inventory behavior parameters are
averages based on the DoD's published budget data for fiscal year 1987.
Parameters describing worker productivity and substitutability are con-
jectural, but are broadly consistent with values commonly assumed in
DoD policy analysis. One use of the model is to evaluate the uncer-
tainty surrounding a manning policy's implications when some param-
eter values are unknown.

The rudimentary model and numerical illustrations are used here in
three applications:

* To evaluate two common types of manning decisions: changes
in the active/reserve balance and actions to replace active force
manpower with civilian workers;

" To develop basic guidelines for selecting a combination of per-
sonnel to man parts of the force having different wartime and
peacetime goals; and

" To assess the costs of changing the goals (e.g., increasing war-
time capability or peacetime performance targets) in a part of
the force.

Based on the values in the numerical illustrations, the analyses show
that:

Manning decisions based on a total force analysis can differ
from those recommended by a conventional two-way analysis
(i.e., one that compares only active and reserve manning, or
only active and civilian manning). This can occur whenever a
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particular type of personnel contributes jointly to both wartime
readiness and peacetime performance.

" A linear total force model supports straightforward general
guidelines for choosing combinations of active, reserve, and
civilian manning in various parts of the force. With the numer-
ical values used in this study, there are five distinct manning
"modes" tailored to the ranking of wartime initial deployment,
wartime sustainment, and peacetime workload targets.

" For some parts of the force, the guidelines generated under the
plausible numerical values in this study could conflict -with
existing DoD policy guidance regarding the use of civilians.

Due to the exploratory nature of this study, no conclusions can be
drawn about whether particular DoD manning decisions would (or
should) be altered if they were evaluated from a total force manage-
ment perspective. However, the analysis suggests that further develop-
ment of a total force management approach is feasible, and that it
could lead to more cost-effective DoD labor management.
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I. INTRODUCTION

This report introduces an integrative approach to evaluating the
cost-effectiveness of Department of Defense manpower decisions. The
approach's objective is to capture cost and effectiveness implications
that result from interactions among DoD's labor management
systems-interactions, for example, among systems that determine:

* Potential wartime operational guals and peacetime operating
objectives;

* The mix of active, reserve, and civilian manning;
* The size and structure of peacetime personnel inventories; and
* Coordination between combat-related (or direct) manpower and

indirect manpower support activities.

An integrative approach can revise cost-effectiveness findings from
those obtained in a narrower context. Indeed, manning decisions that
appear cost-effective according to fairly standard evaluation methodol-
ogies can be shown to cause higher costs or reduced effectiveness when
subjected to a more comprehensive analysis. This 'eport demonstrates
that fact using simple numerical illustrations of two prominent type- -f
dc 2isions:

* Decisions about the active/reserve balance, i.e., about whether
to shift certain missions from active to reserve components (or
vice versa); and

* Decisions about "civilianization," i.e., whether to replace mili-
tary manning in certain support functions with civilians (or
vice versa). --

The general observation that a more comprehensive analysis can
lead to revised conclusions is not novel. Nonetheless, policy analysts
working for and within the Department of Defense (the authors
included) continue to rely on models and methodologies that ignore
major elements of the DoD labor management environment. The cen-
tral theme here is that greater emphasis on the development of "cross-
cutting" models and methodologies is both warranted and feasible.
The report lays a foundation for developing integrative models, and
discusses strategies for impementing them.
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BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION

The U.S. Department of Defense employs over two million active
force members and more than one million each of reserve force
members and civil servants; in addition, the DoD employs a substantial
number of civilians who provide direct labor services under private sec-
tor contracts. Personnel pay and support accounts for more than half
of the DoD's $274 billion in annual outlays.'

This enormous labor force provides the manpower for peacetime
operations and represents an inventory of labor resources to support
potential wartime operations. Each year, managing this labor force
entails numerous decisions about which types of workers to use for
various purposes-and hence what form the overall labor force should
take.

Many specialized organizational units play a role in DoD manpower
management. Some DoD offices specialize in tracking and managing a
particular inventory, active or reserve or civilian. Other offices deter-
mine the manning necessary to carry out various wartime missions or
peacetime functions. And still other offices deal with decisions about
the weapons systems, equipment, and logistics support for the missions
and functions to be performed. The DoD needs specialization to assure
that the many rules and options in each decisionmaking area are fully
recognized. But specialization also encourages the development of spe-
cialized analytic methods and data resources.

Although we acknowledge the need for specialization, we question
whether policy evaluations produced in that environment reliably
predict system-wide decision consequences. In particular, we question
whether narrow analyses can properly assess the cost-effectiveness of
decisions that expand, contract, or shift responsibilities within the
total-active, reserve, and civilian-labor force.

The General Accounting Office has raised similar questions. In
1979, the GAO published a report containing the following recommen-
dation:

2

The Secretary of Defense should take the lead to develop with the
services a comprehensive total force policy which includes all man-
power resources. The policy should define:

'Outlays for military and civil service personnel compensation alone were budgeted at
$109 billion in FY 1987. See Department of Defense, Office of the Assistant Secretary of
Defense (Comptroller), National Defense Budget Estimates for FY 1987, Washington,
D.C., May 1986.

2
Comptroller General's Report to the Congress, DoD *Total Fo'e Management *-Fact

or Rhetoric? U.S. General Accounting Office, FPDC-78-82, January 1979, pp. ii-iii
[emphasis added).
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-The objectives of total force management in determining the most
cost-effective force consistent with military requirements and
resource constraints.

-The manpower elements of the total force-that is, active and
reserve military, civilian, and contractor-and their respective peace-
time and wartimt: roles.

-Manpower systems that provide for integrated management and
concurrent consideration of all manpower resources....

In the years since the GAO report, the armed services have vastly
improved the models and data systems they use for manpower and per-
sonnel management. Yet many decisions continue to be made based
on information systems that do not fully integrate consideration of all
manpower resources.

For example, consider the technique known as "billet costing" that is
commonly used to assess the cost consequences of filling selected job
positions ("billets"). Since there is limited lateral entry into the active
personnel inventory (i.e., senior positions are filled almost exclusively
by individuals who have been promoted through the ranks), costs for
initial recruitment and training and for eventual military separation
are usually triggered by filling a mid-level billet with an active military
member. Hence, the billet cost measure for an active force member
generally includes some allocated share of these other costs as well as
pay and benefits for the year the billet is filled. This measure is then
used to evaluate the costs of adding a billet, or is compared with costs
of reservists or civilians to determine which type of personnel can fill
the billet at least cost.

A limitation of this technique is that it stops short of evaluating the
implications of using the active member to fill the other billets he or
she will occupy over time. The technique clearly acknowledges that an
active member's career spans several years, and that, at any given
experience level, there may be costs or savings from substitution
between active and reserve or civilian labor. Yet the technique does
not acknowledge that a decision to use (or not use) active labor at a

4 given career level also has implications for labor substitution costs or
'iavings at all other career levels. In effect, the billet costing technique
fails to recognize linkages between decisions about the uses of junior
and senior manpower.

Other important linkages among manpower decisions are also omit-
ted from standard policy analysis models. Two of these are:

* Flows of personnel among workforce inventories. More than
half of the reserve components' current manning consists of
individuals with prior active-force training and experience. An
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undocumented but undoubtedly significant proportion of the
civilian workforce also has prior military experience. 3 These
inventory "crossflows" are relevant to cost-effectiveness because
they determine the long-term benefits of the costly training
provided during military service.
Differential contributions to peacetime and wartime operations.
While active force members can supply essentially full-time
labor services in both peacetime and wartime, most reservists
supply only part-time services during peacetime and most civil-
ians are barred from wartime deployment. Consequently, shift-
ing job responsibilities from one workforce to another can criti-
cally affect the combination of peacetime and wartime opera-
tions the overall labor force can support.

Although these relationships are widely observed and clearly relevant
to decisionmaking, they do not appear explicitly in the models and
methodologies commonly used to evaluate labor force decisions.

This report argues that modeling to integrate various aspects of
manpower management is feasible and desirable. Such models may not
simulate manpower and personnel management systems in as much
detail as existing, administrative models. Yet, by virtue of recognizing
important relationships that are otherwise ignored, integrative models
may discern a broader range of cost and effectiveness implications-
and do so earlier in the decisionmaking process. And, as we shall illus-
trate, research concerning the properties of integrative models can sup-
port the development of general guidelines for policy evaluation and
implementation.

OUTLINE OF THIS REPORT

Section II presents our approach to building a total force manage-
ment model. The basic building block in this caproach is what we call
a "Part of the Force." The section explains what it is and how it can
be used. The section also postulates a simple version of a total force
management model, and constructs (in conjunction with App. A) a data
set based on reported costs for fiscal year 1987 and hypothetical labor

4 effectiveness parameters.

3Data are available on the proportion of the DoD's civil service workforce consisting
of "technicians" for whom concurrent membership in a reserve component is a job
requirement. The statement in the text refers, however, to civilians whose current DoD
responsibilities make use of skills or expertise developed during previous military experi-
ence. Although a career path from military to civilian DoD employment is widely recog-
nized to exist, we could identify no data source or report documenting its prevalence.



We designed this rudimentary model to show how two familiar types
of analyses-concerning the active/reserve balance and civilianization
actions-are affected by accounting for two widely known but rarely
modeled aspects of the labor management environment:

(1) Active force personnel as a prominent source of reserve acces-
sions, and

(2) The active force's simultaneous roles as sources of peacetime
labor and as an inventory of labor capacity for wartime con-
tingencies.

Section III compares the results from the rudimentary total force
model with findings that use the same data set but nonintegrative
methods. The illustration shows that a decision that appears cost-
effective using conventional methods (and our illustrative data) may
not appear so when viewed in an integrative framework.

Section IV discusses the use of integrative modeling to (a) develop
guidelines for cost-effective manning for different types of missions and
functions and (b) evaluate the costs of expanding certain missions or
functions. The illustrations continue to rely on our highly simplified
model and illustrative data, and are not intended to generate actual
recommendations or findings. Rather, the goal is to suggest by exam-
ple how an integrative assessment methodology can be used for those
purposes.

Having shown that integrative assessment modeling could improve
the way decisions are evaluated-and hence could alter those
decisions-we turn in Sec. V to the broader issues of feasibility and
desirability. We discuss variations in integrative modeling-such as
dynamic modeling and modeling under end-strength constraints-
designed to address different types of decisionmaking issues. And we
also comment on some of the institutional, analytic, and technical
issues involved in developing and using an integrative approach to total
labor force management.
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II. BUILDING A TOTAL FORCE MANAGEMENT
MODEL

A Total Force Management (TFM) model is a quantitative analysis
tool for evaluating decisions that affect the amounts and usage of labor
resources in the Department of Defense. The central criterion for
evaluating such decisions is cost-effectiveness. Consequently, a TFM
model must address not only the costs of labor resources but also their
contribution to meeting defense goals.

Any such model must abstract from the complex reality of the DoD
environment. In our view, however, the model should embody at least
the following features:

The primary goal of peacetime defense management is to
prepare for future military contingencies.1 An important part of
such preparation is the development of appropriate resource
inventories, including skilled manpower as well as weapons sys-
tems, facilities and equipment, and materiel.

* Developing, managing, and supporting resource inventories
creates a demand for labor services during peacetime. The
same personnel inventories that support wartime capabilities
may supply labor services in support of peacetime operations.

* There is limited lateral entry to the active and reserve person-
nel inventories; labor skills and abilities are generally supplied
by prior military experience. In at least some occupational
areas, civilian personnel also acquire defense job skills through
prior DoD experience.

* Personnel with differing characteristics can be substituted for
one another in (a) meeting wartime capability goals and (b)
satisfying peacetime demand for labor services. However, per-
sonnel are not necessarily perfect substitutes (i.e., some contrib-
ute more to a goal than others), and an individual's contribu-
tions to wartime and peacetime goals are not necessarily equal.

* Many defense activities have both wartime and peacetime
operating goals, but the combination varies considerably from
one type of activity to another. For example, fighter pilot
workloads are likely to be much higher in wartime than in

oThe uitimate purpose of defense is to prevent war by deterring foreign military
aggression. The statement in the text assumes that preparation for military contingen-
cies is the primary means of serving the deterrence goal.

6
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peacetime, while the workloads for long-range personnel
planners are probably higher in peacetime than wartime.

In short, a TFM model should integrate information about wartime
and peacetime operating goals, features of labor demand and labor sup-
ply, and opportunities for using alternative combinations of personnel.

r This section proposes a technique for developing TFM models that
Icould address a wide array of total force policy issues. The basic build-

ing block of the technique is a Part of Force (POF). This section
explains what it is and how it can be used.

This section also builds a rudimentary TFM model that can be used
to analyze manning decisions for a single Part of Force. The model
will be used in Sec. III to illustrate fundamental differences between
integrative TFM modeling and conventional methods of analysis.

THE PART-OF-FORCE CONCEPT

Our total force modeling approach is based on the premise that
defense activities are essentially like other productive activities: they
use inputs to produce outputs. In the case of defense, the inputs are
labor (manpower), capital (equipment, weapons systems, and facilities),
and supplies (e.g., fuel and utilities). The output might be combat mis-
sions such as bombing sorties, a combat support workload such as air-
craft repair, or the workload in an indirect support activity such as
accounting or procurement contracting.

The Department of Defense commonly distinguishes between
deployable and nondeployable (or, almost equivalently, "wartime" and
"peacetime") activities. In general, deployable activities involve com-
bat or combat support, would be relocated in the event of war, and
depend heavily on military (active or reserve) personnel during war-
time. Nondeployable activities typically have substantial peacetime
responsibilities, would not be relocated in wartime, and depend heavily
on full-time (active or civilian) personnel during peacetime. Because of
differences in output goals and manning needs, deployable and nonde-
ployable activities are often treated as though they can be managed
separately according to distinct principles.

In contrast, we apply a single management modeling approach to all
types of activities. The unit of analysis is always a production process;
it may be one that would be fully utilized only in combat, or it may be
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one with a substantial peacetime workload. We call this unit of
analysis a Part of Force,2 and we model it by specifying:

* A set of output goals for both wartime and peacetime environ-
ments, and a corresponding set of production parameters
describing the amounts of resource inputs required to meet
those output goals; and

* A set of supply parameters determining the POF's access to
resource inputs and their costs.

This approach emphasizes the need for coordinated management of
peacetime and potential wartime operations. In practice, most activi-
ties have both wartime and peacetime operating responsibilities. (For
example, combat units conduct training exercises during peacetime-
and thereby generate repair and maintenance workloads-whereas so-
called peacetime functions, such as payroll, would continue operations
in wartime.) And, in practice, activities may depend on manpower
inventories established during peacetime-inventories of skilled active,
reserve, and civilian pertonnel-to carry out both peacetime and war-
time missions. To be cost-effective, each POF should use the least
costly manpower inventories sufficient to support its combination of
peacetime and wartime output goals.

Within a single modeling framework, differences among POFs can
be captured in three ways:

" By specifying a different combination of wartime and peacetime
output goals. If a combat-related POF had no peacetime
operating responsibilities, its peacetime output goal would be
zero, but it could still have a high wartime output goal. In con-
trast, another POF could have a zero (or small) wartime goal
and a large peacetime goal.

" By specifying different production parameters describing the
amounts of resources needed to produce various levels of out-
put. For example, the model could specify that civilians cannot
contribute to wartime output in a deployable POF, even though
civilians might be used during wartime in a nondeployable POF.

" By specifying different supplies of resources. In particular, the
model can use different rates of personnel retention and dif-
ferent personnel costs for alternative POFs.

2The Department of Defense uses various terminology te describe its productive
activities. Deployable activities are often described in terms of organizational
structure-a squadron, battalion, command, etc.-whereas nondeployable activities are
often described as "functions." Because we use a common modeling approach for all
types of productive activities, we use the general term Part of Force to describe them.
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The representation of a particular Part of Force may be a submodel
within a larger Total Force Management model that analyzes several
interrelated POFs. A multi-POF model can be designed to capture the
following types of POF interactions:

9 Interdependent goals. When several POFs must coordinate
their activities, the output goals for all of them might derive
from a "higher" statement of goals. For example, the wartime
goal of delivering materiel to Europe could be the basis for
determining both airlift flight hour and sealift steaming hour
goals; if airlift and sealift are at least partially substitutable
means of achieving a given deployment target, a multi-POF
model can be used to identify the airlift-sealift combination
with the least costly resource requirements.

e Supporting or subsidiary goals. Many defense activities, such
as equipment maintenance and repair, provide support to other
activities. A multi-POF model can be used to analyze decisions
about a supported activity, taking into account the collateral
effects of those decisions on the level (and cost) of operations in
a supporting POF.

* Interdependent supplies of personnel. Different POFs might
draw from the same "pool" of personnel, so that any one of the
POFs has access to that labor only part of the time. Examples
include rotation programs (personnel rotating between CONUS
and overseas assignments), mobilization programs (personnel
assigned to an activity during peacetime would mobilize with a
different activity for wartime), and retraining and reassignment
actions (personnel are moved from one occupational area to
another during their careers). In these situations, a multi-POF
model can show how decisions about manning a given POF
could affect costs and output capacities in other POFs.

In current research, we have devised prototype models with up to five
POFs linked in several of the foregoing ways.

For the illustrative purposes of this report, however, we use a rela-
tively simple model of a single Part of Force. The model examines
cost-effective manning for a particular type of job in a particular POF,
assuming that output goals and resource usage in all other defense
activities are held constant (and in the POF under analysis, holding
nonlabor resources and manning for other types of jobs constant).
This assumption is not uncommon in conventional methods of analysis
for total force management, and will be maintained throughout Sec. III
when we compare our rudimentary model with those conventional
methods.
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MODELING A SINGLE POF: AN OVERVIEW

Figure 2.1 illustrates our rudimentary model of a single POF that
uses labor from a single occupational category. For example, the model
might represent a particular type of flight-line repairs to support C-141
airlift operations. The POF might represent a single repair work
center or the aggregate of all work centers that face common labor
demand and supply conditions.

At the top of the figure, the model specifies output goals and
translates them into labor requirements. The output goals may be
measured in terms of some established workload indicator variable,
such as the number of flight hours to be supported. Labor require-
ments are measured in standardized units: the amount of work a full-
time, fully qualified worker could perform in a year. This portion of
the model can be specified by reference to the Service's management
engineering studies for the POF in question.

INPUT OUTPUT

Standard labor LABOR GOALS
"requirements" Surge Sustainment Peace

LABOR "VALUE"

Surge Sustainment Peace

Effectiveness/
availability

ACTIVE RESERVE CIVILIAN Management
Maximum Senior Senior actionsflow rates A A Average 9 Recruit

Junior Jni or * Retain

Cost rates , Labor
cost

Fig. 2.1-Overview of a single Part-of-Force model
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Figure 2.1 indicates that this POF has output goals in not just two
but three defense environments:3

" The "surge" environment of initial hostilities or immediate
response to a military contingency. In C-141 repair, for exam-
ple, the surge goal might reflect flight hours desired for rapid-
deployment missions.

" The "sustainment" environment in which defense resources
become fully mobilized-in particular, reservists are deployed
for full-time duty-to counter a continuing threat. In C-141
repair, the sustainment goal might reflect heavy responsibilities
for transporting materiel to distant theaters.

i The "peacetime" environment during which the Department of
Defense carries out activities under benign conditions. In
C-141 repair, the peacetime goal would depend on the intended
level of peacetime transport operations, possibly including crew
training operations.

Existing criteria for total force management typically distinguish
among these three environments because (a) civilians have limited
availability for deployment in wartime (surge and sustainment) and (b)
part-time ("drill") reservists, although deployable for sustainment, have
limited availability for surge. Our model distinguishes among the three
environments for the same reason.

At the bottom of the figure, the model specifies inventories of active,
reserve, and civilian personnel. Accessions and retention rates deter-
mine inventory size and structure, much as they do in conventional
personnel management models. The figure also shows that inventory
costs can be assessed by associating pay, benefits, and other costs with
the numbers of workers in various inventory categories.

In its center, the figure shows that the model evaluates the labor
that the inventories can supply. The "value" of personnel in a given
category depends on the extent to which those personnel are available
to perform work in the POF and on their effectiveness while working
there. Both availability and effectiveness can differ from one environ-
ment to another; hence a given inventory structure has a separate labor
value for each operating environment.

3In principle, a POF might be expected to operate in any number of distinct wartime
or peacetime environments. However, if several environments entail the same produc-
tion and labor supply parameters, they can be summarized in the model by a single
environment for which the goals are the highest among these of the subsumed situations.
In continuing research, we have also developed techniques for translating some complex
dynamic scenarios (e.g., those involving wartime personnel losses) into a single, summary
goal for a generalized environment.
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Finally, to the right of center, the figure lists the management
actions the model is designed to evaluate: the number of accessions of
active, reserve, and civilian personnel, and the extent to which person-
nel willing to remain in defense employment will be retained. For the
inventory structure determined by these actions, the model answers
two questions: How much output would be achievable in each wartime
and peacetime environment? How much would the inventory cost in
peacetime?

The model in this report is designed to compare alternative steady-
state outcomes: output goals, accessions, retention, and hence overall
inventory structure are held constant over time. Although it is possible
to model transitions from one inventory structure to another, such a
"dynamic" model would be far too complex for the illustrative purposes
here. Moreover, steady-state outcomes are currently the primary basis
for evaluating total force mix decisions in the Department of Defense.

The model also approximates production and supply relationships by
linear equations. Linearity is commonly assumed in defense manage-
ment studies, and is generally deemed a good approximation for pur-
poses of making decisions "at the margin" (e.g., for adding a squadron
or maintenance unit to an existing defense program).

Using linear equations, the model can be operated in two modes: In
the what-if? mode, the user specifies particular inventory management
actions and uses the model to determine what the output and cost
implications would be. In the optimization mode, the model uses con-
ventional linear programming methods to identify the set of inventory
management actions that can support all output goals at least cost.4

The following discussion elaborates on the model's mathematical
specification and the assumptions reflected therein.

RUDIMENTARY MODEL SPECIFICATION

Appendix A contains tables summarizing the rudimentary model's
parameters and equations. This section uses the same notation, which
follows these conventions:

41n principle, the model could operate in an "output maximizing" (rather than cost
minimizing) mode: the user would introduce a budget or inventory (e.g., end-strength)
constraint and a set of parameters describing the relative importance of output in the
alternative environments; the model could then select the highest valued combination of
output levels achievable within the specified constraints. However, DoD analysts fre-
quently lack guidance on the relative desirability of output increments in alternative
environments, and budget or end-strength constraints apply to entire inventories rather
than to individual POF. For these reasons, prospective TFM model users would be
more likely to use the what-if? mode in analyzing a single POF when budgets or end-
strengths are constrained.
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" The subscripts d, m, and p indicate the values of a variable in
the surge (initial deployment), sustainment (full mobilization),
and peacetime environments, respectively.

" The subscripts a, r, and c indicate the values of a variable with
respect to active, reserve, or civilian personnel, respectively.

* Numeric subscripts refer to more detailed personnel inventory
categories (such as junior reservists). In addition, the subscript
x refers specifically to personnel who complete a term of active
military service and subsequently enter the reserves; these are
also described as "crossflow" or "prior service" reservists.

Output Goals and Labor Requirements

Translating output goals into specific resource goals is analogous to
translating operating objectives into resource "requirements" in con-
ventional DoD requirements analyses. For example, a management
engineering analysis might indicate that 20 fully qualified, full-time
mechanics are needed to perform the C-141 repair workload generated
by a planned number of peacetime sorties.

Equations showing the relationship between outputs and labor
requirements would be useful in a more complex model dealing with a
wider range of resources. For example, we have devised a model of
combat units that holds crew size per weapon constant, so that deci-
sions about numbers of personnel and numbers of weapons are not
separable. However, our rudimentary model does not explicitly
translate output goals into standard labor requirements. Instead, we
simply measure surge, sustainment, and peacetime goals directly in
terms of standard manyears, as indicated by the variables Gd, G., and
GP, respectively.

Inventory Specification and Management

The rudimentary model deals with three major personnel classifica-
tions: active duty military, reserve military, and civilian. A larger
model could distinguish between active personnel in the regular and
reserve components, between regular civil servants and contractor
employees, and between officers and enlisted personnel-but the rudi-
mentary model does not. Similarly, a larger model could identify
several pay grades or lengths of service in each personnel classification.
However, the rudimentary model distinguishes only between "junior"
and "senior" personnel.5

bAppendix B shows that we computed plausible values for average lengths of stay in
the junior and senior categories by defining juniors as personnel with less than four years
of defense experience. However, other definitions could be used, and can vary from one
personnel classification to another.
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The model assumes all personnel remain in the same POF
throughout their careers, in both wartime and peacetime. As we noted
earlier, a model containing more than one POF can evaluate situations
where personnel are retrained from one POF to another, are rotated
between POFs, or do peacetime work in one POF but are mobilized
with a different POF. However, our rudimentary model examines a
single POF in which all personnel inflows are from the civilian sector.

Senior active and civilian personnel are obtained by retaining
juniors in the same classification-but senior reserves can be obtained
from junior reservists or prior service accessions (crossflows). Again, a
more complex model could allow for other inventory flow patterns,
including the option of receiving some senior workers directly from the
civilian sector.6

The size and configuration of the personnel inventories depend on:

" The numbers of junior accessions, as indicated by management
variables M1, M2, and M3 for active, reserve, and civilian per-
sonnel, respectively.

" The numbers of personnel retained to become senior workers.
Management variables M 4, M5 , M6 indicate the numbers of
workers retained in the same classification to become senior
active, reserve, and civilian personnel. In addition, M, indi-
cates the number of crossflows to the senior reserves.

" The average number of years a worker spends within a person-
nel category, where Y1, Y2, and Y3 are average stays in the
junior active, reserve, and civilian categories, and Y4, Y5, and Y6
are average stays in the corresponding senior categories. 7

Constraints in the model prevent the numbers of workers retained
after the junior term from exceeding the number willing to remain in
defense work. For example, the constraint on active retention is:

M4 - (MI)(B.) :s 0, (2.1)

where M, is the number of junior accessions, M4 is the number uf

6
An initial version of the rudimentary model assumed that civilians could be hired

directly into the senior experience group, but knowledgeable DoD staff noted that retain-
ing civilians to take advantage of their special defense experience is an important
management issue. Therefore, the current version of the model assumes that experi-
enced civilians can be obtained only by retaining junior civilians.

7Note that the average stays for senior personnel exclude the junior length of stay.
For example, if active )ersonnel become seniors after four years of military service, the
overall average length of stay for a senior active would be Y4 + 4. This definition of
average stays is unconventional, but well suited to the model's mathematical specifica-
tion.
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entrants to the senior active category, and Ba is the maximum fraction
of junior active accessions willing to enter the senior active force.
Equations (A.4) through (A.7) in App. A list the full set of retention
constraints.

In this steady-state model, the size of the inventory in a particular
category is the product of the number of entrants to the category and
the average length of stay in the category. For example, the number of
people on the senior active roster in any year is given by:

14 = (M 4) (Y4) - (2.2)

Note that, following the defense convention, the model measures
inventory sizes by the numbers of individuals who would be listed as
defense workers, even though they might not be on duty throughout
the year; for example, reservists are considered to be in the inventory
throughout a year even though they are on military duty only part-
time. Duty time is taken into account in computing labor valuation
(see below), not in computing inventory size. Equations (A.8) through
(A.13) in App. A compute the inventory sizes for all personnel
categories.

Labor Valuation and Cost

The model evaluates the combined personnel inventories in two
ways. One is cost, which depends on pay rates, the costs of training
and other personnel support, and accession and retirement costs.
Because the model explicitly analyzes personnel flows through the
inventory, costs associated with particular events (such as basic train-
ing) are captured when those events occur; there is no need to allocate
such costs among man-years. For example, the total personnel cost
associated with the junior active inventory is:

C, -M 1 [J. + (Yi)(J 1 )], (2.3)

where each of the M 1 junior active accessions incurs the cost J. for
recruitment and training, and each year of junior service incurs the
cost J, for annual pay and benefits. The full set of personnel cost
equations appears in App. A, Eqs. (A.43) through (A.52).

The other evaluation computes the amount of labor supplied by the
combined inventories for comparison with the standardized labor
requirements. This "value" of the inventory depends on two basic
types of parameters:
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Availability parameters (denoted by subscripted values of A)
indicate the fraction of personnel in each inventory that would
be on duty in the POF in each environwent. For example, drill
reservists are on duty for only part of each year during peace-
time, and hence have very limited availability for peacetime
work or immediate deployment (surge).

" Effectiveness parameters (denoted by subscripted values of E)
compare the amount of work personnel can accomplish while on
duty in the POF with the standard used to define requirements.
If a typical senior active member's productivity is the standard,
then the senior active would have an effectiveness rating of 1.0;
by comparison, a junior active might have a rating of (hypothet-
ically) 0.5, indicating that he (or she) would typically take twice
as long or make twice as many attempts before completing a
POF task successfully.

The labor valuation (Q) for each inventory category is the product of
the size of the inventory (1), its availability in an environment (A), and
its effectiveness in that environment (E). For example, the labor
equivalent of the junior active inventory in peacetime is:

Ql (11) (A, 1) (Ep 1) •(2.4)

If, for example, a junior active is typically on duty in a POF about 60
percent of the time and has an effectiveness rating of 0.625, one junior
active man-year would provide just 37.5 percent as much labor as a
fully qualified, fully available worker. The full set of labor valuation
equations appears in (A.14) through (A.42) in App. A.

The model allows personnel with relatively low availability and/or
effectiveness to meet a goal if those personnel are supplied in sufficient
numbers. In the rudimentary model, the implied rates of substitution
among personnel are constant, but the model could be expanded to
apply a different substitution rate when the number of better qualified
personnel crosses some specified threshold. Alternatively, constraints
can be added to the model, for example, to prevent the ratio of senior
to junior personnel from falling below a level needed to assure adequate
supervision.

Optimization Equations

When used in optimization mode, the model selects management
variables M, through M6 and M1 in order to minimize total personnel
costs (C in App. Eq. (A.52)) subject to the following constraints:
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Gd - Qd < 0, (2.5)

Gm - Qm 0, (2.6)

Gp - Qp o. (2.7)

Equation (2.5) requires the total surge labor valuation of the inventory
(Qd) to at least meet the surge labor goal (Gd); Eqs. (2.6) and (2.7)
apply the corresponding constraints to the sustainment and peacetime
environments, respectively.

SETTING ILLUSTRATIVE PARAMETER VALUES

For military personnel, the service length, retention, and overall
average cost data used in our illustrations are all based on actual data
for fiscal year 1987. For civilians, service length and retention data
were not readily available, and we simply assumed plausible values.
However, the oerall average civilian cost is an actual value for fiscal
year 1987. The data sources and the methods we used to compute
values of the foregoing variables are described in detail in App. B.

Separate values for average junior and senior pay in each personnel
classification were not readily available. We calculated values based on
the assumption that senior pay averages about 1.5 times junior pay.
This is approximately the ratio of enlisted E-9 to E-4 pay in fiscal year
1987.

Our illustrations include cost values for recruitment and initial
(basic and skill) training for military personnel. (As in most defense
studies, the illustration assumes there are no recruitment or initial
training costs for civilians.) These indirect cost values are for nonlabor
costs only. We account for labor costs by recognizing that for every
junior military accession, some portion of senior military personnel
time is needed to provide recruitment and instructional services. In
other TFM models under current development, these uses of senior
personnel time are modeled explicitly. However, the rudimentary
model in this report simply accounts for such time usage by reducing
senior active personnel availability to the POF under analysis, as
described below.

Since we measure the POF's labor goals in terms of the amount of
work a fully available (and fully qualified) worker could do, a worker
who is on full-time duty in a POF has, by definition, an availability
rating of 1.0. (Note that we assume the goal is measured in a way that
allows for the fact that even a "fully available" worker may be sick or
otherwise unable to perform POF duties for some portion of each year.)



We assume that the surge goals are measured so that personnel in the

active-duty inventory all have surge availability rates of 1.0, and that
sustainment goals are measured so that both active and reserve person-
nel have sustainment availability rates of 1.0. Although it is reason-
able to suppose that some fraction of reservists are on duty at a given
time and hence could have some surge value, we have simplified the
calculations in this report by assuming reserve personnel have zero
availability for surge. We also assume civilians have zero availability
for wartime (both surge and sustainment), which is an approximation
particularly appropriate to a deployable POF.

Under the benign conditions of peacetime, there are a number of
reasons why even full-time workers would not be fully available to a
POF. Examples include vacation leave, time spent in training, and
duties that temporarily call an individual away from his or her work
center. Commonly cited estimates of defense worker "nonavailable"
time, which are based on varying definitions of nonavailability, range
from 10 to 20 percent of a full man-year. We use 0.85 as the peacetime
availability parameter for civilians.

For active duty personnel, we begin with that same 0.85 factor, but
then adjust it downward to account for labor time consumed in train-
ing and other indirect support, based on estimates contained in Palmer
and Osbaldeston (1988).8 For all active personnel, we reduce annual
availability by 0.144 man-years to account for indirect labor in such
supporting activities as base operating support, medical care in military
treatment facilities, and morale, recreation, and welfare services. We
also reduce active duty availability to account for 0.4 man-years of
junior active trainee time and 0.23 senior active instructional man-
years per accession. On average, therefore, the peacetime availability
rate for junior actives is about 60 percent, and the rate for senior
actives is about 65 percent.9

Just as we simplify by assuming zero availability of civilians for war-
time, we assume zero availability of reserves during peacetime. This is

8Note that we are not necessarily assuming that indirect support labor is provided by
the same individuals who provide labor in the POF under analysis. Rather, we are
assuming that obtaining one hIll-time man-year of labor in the POP under analysis
requires more than one full-time man-year of labor to be added to the defense workforce
as a whole. This means of accounting for indirect labor is an approximation to a more
complete and explicit multi-POF model.

9Based on an average stay in the junior active catagory of 2.85 years, total junior
active availability is 85 percent of 2.9 - 0.4 - (0.144)2.9, or 61 percent of the 2.9 man-
years. For seniors, our illustrative data indicate that there are 1/0.58 - 1.72 Pecessions
required to obtain one entrant to the senior active category-so instructional time
amounts to 1.72(0.23) - 0.4 man-years per senior entrant. Based on an average stay in
the senior category of 6.0 years, total senior active availability is 85 percent of 6.0 - 0.4
- (0.144)6.0, or 67 percent of the 6.0 man-years. We actually use 60 and 65 percent as
convenient approximations in our calculations.
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a reasonable approximation if the indirect support required by reserv-
ists offsets any labor contribution they make during their part-time
duty.

Although the Department of Defense is increasingly devoting atten-
tion to the measurement and evaluation of personnel performance and
productivity, estimates of labor effectiveness remain sparse and case-
specific. Until data on this important aspect of defense management
become more readily available, decisionmakers must continue to rely
on informed judgment. A TFM model does not avoid the need for
some kind of expert judgment on how well different kinds of personnel
perform, but it provides a tool for exploring the sensitivity of manning
decisions to different judgments. Section III will illustrate how chang-
ing an estimate of relative labor productivity could affect cost-effective
manning strategies.

The assumed effectiveness values for the Sec. III illustrations are
listed in App. A. They omit values for environments in which workers
are not available: civilians in wartime and reservists in peacetime.
Senior actives are assumed to set the standard for measuring labor pro-
ductivity, and hence are given effectiveness values of 1.0 in both war-
time and peacetime. Senior civilians are assumed to be as effective as
actives in peacetime, but (because of their more limited work experi-
ence) senior reserves are assumed to be 80 percent as effective as
senior actives in sustainment. (This means that it would take 1.25
senior reserve man-years to perform the same sustainment work as one
senior active man-year.) Junior personnel are initially assumed to be
ineffective in wartime, and to be 62.5 percent as effective as senior
actives during peacetime.

In Sec. III, we compare our TFM model results with those of more
conventional methods of analysis when the same parameter values are
used. We will show that, for some combinations of POF wartime and
peacetime goals, the different methods of analysis lead to the same
cost-effectiveness conclusions. But for other goal combinations-
combinations that may be relevant in actual defense activities-the
TFM modeling approach provides new insights into cost-effective
management.



III. EVALUATING MANNING ALTERNATIVES

This section applies the rudimentary Total Force Management
model to two recurring decisions in DoD manpower management:

* Changes in the active/reserve bualance: for example, determin-
ing whether certain military POFs should be converted from
active to reserve manning.

" Civilianization actions: for example, determining whether cer-
tain peacetime labor positions should be converted from active
to civilian manning.

We begin by describing how the two conversion decisions might be
judged if subjected to conventional analysis. We then compare those
results with analysis based on the rudimentary TFM model from Sec.
II. We show that even when the alternative methods make the same
assumptions about inventory changes and use the same parameter
values, they can yield different conclusions. The reason is that con-
ventional analysis does not fully recognize the implications of coordi-
nating wartime and peacetime output goals.

A TWO-WAY ANALYSIS OF THE ACTIVE/RESERVE
BALANCE

Suppose that a Service is considering whether to convert a part of
the force, such as a combat support activity, from active to reserve
manning. A basic question about this decision is whether reducing the
active inventory and increasing the reserve inventory would, on bal-
ance, raise or lower costs for this part of the force.

In practice, this question would be analyzed in several steps. Aside
from addressing case-specific issues, the general analytic procedure
would follow this outline:

1. Specify the wartime resource requirements associated with the
alternative active or reserve POFs. For defense programming,
requirements would be specified over the several years of the
Service's fiscal plan, during which the unit's capability goals
might vary. The requirements to be specified would include
nonlabor as well as manpower resources. Manpower require-
ments would identify a number of job positions (billets) to be
filled.

20
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2. Allocate required billets to classes of personnel. Billets
required for rapid deployment would normally be allocated to
active duty personnel. By policy, nondeployable billets would
be allocated to civilians unless military manning is needed for
training or other military manpower management purposes.
The remaining billets are the ones considered for allocation to
active ur re aezve 'ersonnel.

3. Compute and compare the costs of meeting the requirements
for the alternative active or reserve allocation. The com-
parison would consider the time profile of annual costs, the
"typical" annual costs in steady state at full manning, and
perhaps the present value of the time profile of costs.

There are several features of this analytic strategy that we will set
aside in order to focus attention on the central cost-effectiveness issue.
First, an actual conversion decision may include not only the realloca-
tion of missions (output goals) from active to reserve units but also
output changes that could affect costs even if the conversion did not
occur; our illustration will hold all output goals constant before and
after the conversion. Second, an actual conversion decision would
address the transition from active to reserve manning, whereas our
illustration compares only the steady-state outcomes. Third, an actual
conversion might involve materiel, equipment and/or facilities cost
changes; our illustration assumes there are none.

Furthermore, a conventional analysis typically estimates manpower
costs by assuming that personnel changes will occur only in the billets
in question, without regard to whether filling just those billets is con-
sistent with personnel career management. In contrast, one of the
motivations for developing a TFM model is to account explicitly for
the relationship between managing "faces" and managing "spaces."
This difference alone could cause a contrast between the conventional
assessment of a decision's cost-effectiveness and the results from TFM
modeling. However, we will abstract from that difference in our illus-
trations by showing how the conventional analytic approach would
compute costs if it examined the full inventory management implica-
tions of filling selected billets. That is, we will suppose that both the
conventional approach and the TFM model would estimate the costs of
filling a senior job position in the same way.

Table 3.1 shows how manpower costs per senior military man-year
would be calculated from the illustrative parameter values listed in
App. A. We call these "pipeline" costs because they assume all active
seniors come (eventually) from junior active accessions and all reserve
seniors come from junior reserve accessions; crossflow reserves (i.e.,
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senior reserves obtained from junior actives) are ignored in this table,
just as they would be in a conventional cost assessment.

Because the conventional analysis begins by allocating certain posi-
tions to active duty personnel and civilians, the cost assessment would
concentrate on those remaining positions that could be filled by either
active or reserve personnel-wartime sustainment positions. If the
same number of senior positions would be filled by either active and
reserve personnel, the pipeline costs from Table 3.1 clearly imply that
reserves should be used because they are much less costly. In fact,
since the pipeline cost for actives is over three times as high as for
reserves, converting the activity to reserve manning would be advisable
unless meeting the wartime mission would require more than three
times as many reservists as actives. Based on the sustainment

Table 3.1

PIPELINE COSTS FOR SENIOR ACTIVE AND RESERVE MEMBERS

Count per Cost per
Senior Cost per Senior

Item Man-Year Count Man-Year

Active Personnel

Accessions 0.28 $4,400 $1,232
Junior man-years 0.83 25,100 20,917
Senior man-years 1.00 37,700 37,700

Pipeline cost
per man-year $59,849

Reserve Personnel

Accessions 0.358 $4,400 $1,577
Junior man-years 1.075 7,000 7,527
Senior man-years 1.000 10,500 10,500

Pipeline cost
per man-year $19,604

SOURCE: Computed from parameter values in App. A as follows:
Since an active accession is expected to yield 0.58 retainees who will serve
an average of 6.0 years in the senior force, the number of senior active
man-years per accession is 3.48. Dividing the accession, the number of
junior active man-years (2.9), and the number of senior active man-years
by 3.48 yields a "count" of each of these items per senior active man-year.
The same procedure also yields reserve item counts per senior reserve
man-year. Pipeline costs are the sums of the products of the item counts
and their costs.

I _ _ _-
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availability and effectiveness parameters in App. A, a reserve senior
has 80 percent as much sustainment value as an active senior; hence,
for example, 125 senior reserves could replace 100 senior actives to
meet a wartime sustainment goal at an annual saving of $3,534,400.

The foregoing comparison would encourage decisionmakers to reduce
active force strength to the minimum needed to satisfy surge require-
ments and to use reserves to satisfy the remaining sustainment need.
Thus, our numerical illustration is consistent with the common percep-
tion that it should be much cheaper to support wartime capabilities by
relying on reserves rather than additional actives to supplement a basic
core of active force strength.

As we shall see, this conclusion is based on the premise that peace-
time output goals would be met under either active or reserve manning.
If, however, peacetime output goals are not met by the combination of
a minimum active force and civilians in nondeployable positions,
reserve manning would leave a shortfall in peacetime performance. In
practice, the Service's iterative decisionmaking processes would proba-
bly recognize the potential shortfall and make adjustments in the
planned peacetime manning for the activity. However, those adjust-
ments would not necessarily be anticipated in the cost analyses con-
ducted to assess the basic active/reserve choice. A TFM model, in
contrast, is designed specifically to anticipate this outcome and reveal
its cost implications.

A TWO-WAY ANALYSIS OF CIVILIANIZATION ACTIONS

Suppose a Service is considering whether to convert positions in a
part of force from active to civilian manning. This question is most
likely to be asked about an indirect support function that has a signifi-
cant peacetime workload. Under existing DoD policy guidelines, such
functions are normally manned by civilians. However, active personnel
would be used if they are needed for such reasons as training, rotation,

or security. Consequently, a basic issue raised in the civilianization
context is whether the rationale for using active personnel to man the
function remains valid. The cost implications of civilianization are
analyzed primarily to estimate how civilianization would affect costs or
to judge which of several candidate functions might offer the greatest
savings from civilianization.

As in the case of decisions about the active/reserve balance, certain
billets would be set aside at the outset: deployable billets (if any) and
billets needed for military training would be set aside for military man-
ning. Only the remaining billets would be considered suitable for
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civilianization. And, as in the case of active/reserve decisions, costs for
the billets in question would normally be estimated without regard to
personnel inventory management.

However, we shall again ask how conventional analysis would com-
pare costs if it took full account of personnel inventory management.
Table 3.2 repeats the pipeline costs per senior active man-year from
Table 3.1, and shows the pipeline costs per senior civilian man-yesa.
Since we simplified the numerical illustration by supposing there are
no recruitment or training costs for civilians, the expenditure rate per
senior civilian simply reflects pay over the civilian career.

The table suggests that there would be small savings from civiliani-
zation if replacement occurred on a job-for-job basis. According to the
peacetime availability and effectiveness parameters in App. A, however,
an active member supplies 3.3495 standard units of labor over his or
her career-or 0.9625 per senior man-year-whereas a civilian career
provides 5.525 labor units-or 1.3812 per senior man-year.1 This

Table 3.2

PIPELINE COSTS FOR SENIOR ACTIVE AND CIVILIAN LABOR

Count per Cost per
Senior Cost per Senior

Item Man-Year Count Man-Year

Active Personnel

Pipeline cost
per man-year $59,849

Civilian Personnel

Junior man-years 1.00 $23,700 $23,700
Senior man-years 1.00 35,600 35,600
Pipeline cost

per man-year $59,300

SOURCE: The estimate for active personnel is taken from Table
3.1. The civilian personnel values are computed from parameters in
App. A, as follows: Since a civilian accession is expected to yield 0.5
retainees who will serve an average of 8.0 years as seniors, the number
of senior man-years per accession is 4.0. Dividing the accession, the
number of junior man-years (4.0), and the number of senior man-
years by 4.0 yields a "count" of each of these items per senior man-
year. Pipeline costs are the products of the item counts and their
costs.

'An active accession supplies 2.9 junior man-years having a peacetime labor value of
(0.625)(0.6) - 0.375 units per year, and an expected 3.48 senior man-years having a
peacetime labor value of (0.65)(1.00) - 0.65 units per year. The total for the active
career is 3.3495, or 0.9625 per senior man-year. Corresponding calculations for civilians
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implies that meeting the (peacetime) labor goal would require filling 70
rather than 100 senior billets if civilians are used instead of active mili-
tary personnel, yielding an annual saving of over $18,000 per converted
billet.

Our illustrative cost and labor value parameters are consistent with
the common view that it should be cheaper to use civilians than active
military personnel to meet peacetime labor goals. Nonetheless, these
illustrative values do not necessarily imply that it is cheaper to use
civilians when both wartime and peacetime labor goals are considered
jointly-as our rudimentary TFM model will show.

FINDINGS FROM THE TOTAL FORCE MODEL

The total force evaluation perspective differs fundamentally from
the perspective illustrated above. Rather than focus on the cost of a
resource, the total force management model focuses on the costs of simul-
taneously meeting all goals. Consequently, the total force approach can
yield different conclusions whenever there is joint production-i.e.,
when a particular resource contributes to more than one goal.

Like conventional analyses, our TFM model assumes only active
military personnel can meet surge requirements for deployable labor.
(Using our illustrative parameter values, one senior active man-year is
needed for each unit of the surge goal.) The model determines how
much additional sustainment and peacetime labor are needed beyond
what is supplied by this "minimal" active force. The model selects the
least costly mix of (additional) active, reserve, and civilian personnel to
fulfill the residual sustainment and peacetime goals.

Table 3.3 provides the basic calculations for evaluating alternative
force mixes. The table's first three columns reiterate our illustrative
cost and labor values measured on a per-accession or per-man-year
basis. (Only the sustainment and peacetime labor value rates are
needed to choose the best way to supplement the minimal active force.)
The middle column shows accession and man-year item counts, and
the final three columns show the costs and labor values associated with
each item count. Like Table 3.1, this table measures the active force
inventory in terms of the number of active accessions (0.28) that yields
one senior active man-year. However, the current table also shows

show that a career provides four expected senior man-years and a total career labor value
of 5,525 units.
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that 0.28 active accessions can yield up to 0.35 crosaflow reservist

man-years.
2

The values in Table 3.3 support the same conclusions as the preced-

ing two-way analyses to this extent:

* Replacing just the sustainment labor value provided by a senior
active would require 1.25 senior reservists, and would save
$35,344 annually.

" Replacing just the peacetime labor value provided by a senior

active during his or her career would require the career labor of

0.697 senior civilians, and would save $18,525 annually.

Table 3.3

COSTS AND LABOR VALUES FOR TOTAL FORCE ANALYSIS

Values per Item Values per Count

Sustain- Peace- Item Sustain- Peace-
Item Cost ment time Count Cost ment time

Active Inventory

Accession $4,400 - - 0.280 $1,232 - -
Junior 25,100 - 0.375 0.833 20,917 - 0.3125
Senior 37,700 1.0 0.650 1.000 37,700 1.00 0.6500

Total before crossflows $59,849 1.00 0.9625
Reserve 10,500 0.80 - 0.350 3,675 0.28 -

Total after crossflows $63,524 1.28 0.9625

Reserve Inventory

Accession $4,400 - - 0.358 $1,577 - -
Junior 7,000 - - 1.075 7,527 - -
Senior 10,500 0.8 - 1.000 10,500 0.80 -

Total $19,604 0.80 -

Civilian Inventory

Junior $23,700 - 0.531 1.000 $23,700 - 0.5312
Senior 35,600 - 0.850 1.000 35,600 - 0.8500

Total $59,300 - 1.3812

SOURCE: Calculations based on data in App. A.

2The maximum number of crosaflows to the senior reserv"s is 0.131 per active acces-
sion, and each croseflow yields 9.3 senior reserve man-years. Hence, an active accession
can yield 1.2183 expected senior reserve man-years as well as 3.48 senior active man-
years--or 0.35 senior reserves per senior active. (Due to rounding, multiplying the
number of crosaflow reserve man-years by 0.28 active accessions would yield a value of
0.34 croseflows per senior active.)
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In addition, however, Table 3.3 accounts for the crossflow reservists
made available by active accessions. If these crossflows are cost-
effective, either in the POF in question or elsewhere in the force, then
replacing active personnel would also mean replacing the crossflow
reservists that derive from active accessions. In that case, replacing
just the sustainment labor value provided by a senior active and associ-
ated crossflow reserves would require 1.6 senior reserves obtained from
nonprior service accessions, and would save $32,158. 3

But what if replacing active members requires replacing both sus-
tainment and peacetime labor value? If there are no crossflows, replac-
ing a senior active billet would require 1.25 senior reserve billets and
0.697 senior civilian billets. Rather than falling, personnel costs would
rise-by over $2,000 per senior active billet. And if crosaflows are
cost-effective, replacing the combination of sustainment and peacetime
labor provided by a senior active would raise costs even more (by over
$9,000). In our illustration, active personnel cost less to provide a
combination of sustainment and peacetime labor than an equally effec-
tive combination of reserve and civilian personnel. The implication is
that, for the parameter values used in our illustrations, parts of force
that have both sustainment and peacetime operating goals that exceed
their surge goals should use more active members than are needed
strictly for surge.

Of course, defense managers readily acknowledge that the active
force should be larger than the size needed for immediate deployment.
However, that conclusion is based on the fact that any given active
inventory necessarily includes some personnel who are not ready and
able to deploy-such as personnel in training, on leave, in the hospital,
or temporarily assigned to duties away from their combat unit. In con-
trast, the total force modeling analysis indicates that even after non-
availability is taken into account it may be cost-effective to have an
active force larger than needed to provide qualified surge labor. This is
the case if meeting both wartime and peacetime labor goals would
require replacing active members with a more costly combination of
reserves and civilians.

GENERAL COMMENTS ON METHODS OF ANALYSIS

Two-way and total force analyses are equally dependent on having
good data on pay, indirect costs, and inventory flow rates, and both

3The combination of a senior active man-year and its associated croseflow reservists
coats $63,524, whereas 1.6 senior reservists obtained from nonprior service accessions
cost $31,664.
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types of analysis must ultimately incorporate some judgments about
worker performance in order to reach specific conclusions about a man-
ning option's cost-effectiveness.

Good evidence on labor performance has proven difficult to obtain.
It is possible to document worker substitutions that have occurred, but
effects on output-especially combat capability-are notoriously diffi-
cult to assess. In practice, studies to assess defense labor substitution
decisions generally assume that actives, reserves, and civilians are
equally effective in performing the jobs for which they are available
and qualified.

Our illustrative parameter values also assume that active and civil-
ian personnel are equally effective at peacetime duties, but we suppose
that reserves are somewhat less effective than actives for sustainment.
However, other assumptions can easily be explored. For example, if we
assumed that the senior reserves and senior actives were equally effec-
tive in sustainment, we would find that replacing a senior active billet
with a comparable combination of reserve sustainment and civilian
peacetime labor would increase costs by a little over $1,000 rather than
by $2,000. One of the advantages of using an explicit total force model
is that it can be automated, allowing a user to test a variety of effec-
tiveness assumptions.

More generally, an explicit total force model permits analysts to
examine the sensitivity of costs to a wide range of alternative condi-
tions. In the model, the cost-effectiveness of using more than the
minimal active force depends on three factors:

" The combination of goals in a part of force. If the minimal
active force supplies sufficient peacetime labor, then only
reserves would be needed to meet any additional sustainment
goal, or if the minimal active force supplies sufficient sustain-
ment labor, then only civilians would be needed to meet any
additional peacetime goal. In both those cases, the two-way
analytic approach would yield the same conclusions as the total
force model.

" Labor valuation parameters. For example, active personnel
become less cost-effective for peacetime labor if their availabil-
ity falls (due to either shorter work hours or increased amounts
of manpower required for training and other indirect support)
or if they are less productive than comparably experienced civil-
ians. Active personnel become less cost-effective at providing
sustainment if junior personnel have some wartime labor value,
because there are fewer junior man-years per active senior than
there are in a reserve career. In any particular part of force,
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the cost and labor valuation parameters may be such that it
would be cost-effective to replace active members even if a com-
bination of reserve and civilian replacements were needed.
Personnel inventory costs. The total force model accounts for
the full cost of maintaining an inventory structure adequate to
fill required billets. Therefore, the cost of filling a billet
depends not only on the pay and benefit rates for qualified per-
sonnel, but also on the extent to which it is feasible to obtain a
personnel seniority profile suited to the desired billet structure.
For example, if the billet structure calls for a higher ratio of
seniors to juniors than normal retention permits, the total force
model recognizes that filling the desired senior billets will
require adding a number of underemployed juniors to the force.

By compari3on, more conventional methods of analysi3 usually reflect
inflexible simplifying assumptions about output goals, labor valuation,
and inventory costs.

In Sec. IV, we will continue to use the illustrative parameters from
App. A, but will look more closely at how cost-effective manning pat-
terns vary with the combinations of wartime and peacetime output
goals in various defense activities-and what that implies for the costs
of meeting the goals.



IV. STRATEGIC DECISIONMAKING IN TOTAL
FORCE MANAGEMENT

This section will show how a total force model can be used (a) to
develop general guidelines for cost-effective manning to meet peacetime
and wartime output goals and (b) to assess the cost implications of
changing a goal in a part of the force.

Since our rudimentary total force model is linear, it generates
straightforward guidelines for selecting a combination of active,
reserve, and civilian labor. Based on the initial numerical values set in
App. A, the model recommends a manning strategy that contains five
distinct manning "modes" described in this section.

Once the manning guidelines are established, the model can be used
to determine the cost of changing an output goal. The cost depends on
how manning would be altered to satisfy the new combination goals,
and hence differs from one manning mode to another. This section
computes each goal's marginal costs based on our numerical illustra-
tion. The results demonstrate that these costs are often quite different
from the expenditures for the manpower added to satisfy the increased
goal.

Another property of the model is that it can be used to generate
"shadow prices"-estimates of the savings that could be achieved by
relaxing the model's constraints. The marginal costs of goals are sha-
dow prices on the constraints that all goals must be met. In addition,
the model yields shadow prices for personnel retention constraints and
can thus be used to assess what a part of force could save if it could
increase retention. This section notes how such information could
benefit personnel management decisionmaking.

TOTAL FORCE STRATEGIES FOR PART-OF-FORCE
MANNING

Our total force modeling approach uses a linear programming speci-
fication that can be solved for the cost-minimizing personnel mix for
any given set of goals (and other constraints) using conventional tech-
niques. By optimizing repeatedly for different combinations of output
goals, it is possible to trace how the optimal personnel mix changes. A
listing of different classes of goal combinations and their optimal man-

30
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ning patterns constitutes a manning "strategy"-a statement of guide-
lines for manning a part of force depending on its goal structure.

A manning strategy depends on the pay and other costs, inventory
flow rates, and comparative availability and effectiveness of different
categories of personnel. For example, if filling a senior active billet
were more costly than filling an equally productive combination of
civilian and reserve billets, then the manning strategy would not use
more senior active personnel than necessary to meet the surge labor
goal. Since cost, retention, and performance parameters can differ
from one part of force to another, manning strategies can differ as well.

However, for a hypothetical POF that has the illustrative parameter
values given in App. A, See. III showed that:

" It is less costly to meet sustainment labor requirements with
reserves than with active personnel;

* It is less costly to meet peacetime labor requirements with civil-
ians than with actives;

" It is less costly to meet a combination of sustainment and
peacetime labor requirements with actives than with an equally
effective combination of reserves and civilians.

In addition, crossflow reservists (reservists with prior active service)
"N are more cost-effective than nonprior service reservists, since the latter

incur costs but (we assume) provide no labor services during their
junior terms of service.

Given a POF that operates under the foregoing conditions, the man-
ning strategy contains five distinct options that will be cost-effective
under alternative goal structures. Figure 4.1 illustrates the five goal
structures and identifies their corresponding options.

The axes in the figure measure the sustainment goal (G.) and the
peacetime goal (Gp) relative to the surge goal (Gd, which always
exceeds zero in the figure). Active personnel always provide any
required surge labor because neither reserves nor civilians are con-
sidered available for surge in our illustrative POF; we refer to the smal-
lest active inventory sufficient to meet the surge goal as the "minimal"
active force. Each of the shaded regions in the figure indicates a dif-
ferent way in which sustainment or peacetime goals might compare

4 with the surge goal, and hence a different way in which the minimal
active force should be supplemented to meet all goals.

Consider, for example, the region labeled "1." It lies to the left of
the dotted line that indicates G./Gd - 1.28. In Sec. III, Table 3.3
showed that active accessions sufficient to fill one senior active billet
provide a surge labor value of 1.0 and, when the maximum number of
crossfiow reservists are retained, also provide sustainment labor value
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Fig. 4.1-Categorizing goal structures and manning strategies

of 1.28. Consequently, if Gm/Gd is less than 1.28, all wartime labor
needs can be met by using the minimal active force and retaining some
portion of the junior actives who are willing to remain in the force as
senior reserves. Similarly, region 1 lies below the dotted line that indi-
cates Gp/Gd = 0.9625, which is the value of peacetime labor provided
by the number of active accessions that supplies a surge value 1.0;
since region 1 lies below that line, the minimal active force is sufficient
to satisfy the entire peacetime labor goal. Hence, in region 1, where
both sustainment and peacetime labor goals are small relative to the
surge goal, all three goals can be met by using the minimal active force
and accepting enough crossflow reservists (who are less costly than
nonprior service reservists) to meet any remaining sustainment
requirement. That is the least costly way to meet the region 1 goals.

The region labeled "2" differs from region 1 only in that there are
peacetime labor requirements that are not met by the minimal active
force. (That is true because Gp/Gm > 0.9625 in region 2.) Since both
the wartime goals are met by using the minimal active force and
perhaps some crossflow reservists, it is not cost-effective to add more
actives to the force. The least costly way to meet the remaining peace-
time goal is to add civilians.
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In contrast, the region labeled "5" differs from region 1 only in that
there are sustainment labor requirements that are not met by the
minimal active force, even when all available crossflows are accepted.
It is also not cost-effective to add more actives to the force in this case.
Instead, the minimal active force and its associated crossflows should
be supplemented by adding nonprior service reservists.

Perhaps the most interesting regions are the ones labeled "3" and
"4." The minimal active force (including all its crossflows) leaves a
shortfall in both peacetime and sustainment labor. So long as that is
true, adding active accessions is more cost-effective than adding a com-
bination of civilian and reservist accessions. In region 3, where
Gp/Gm > 0.9625/1.28, adding active accessions will eventually eliminate
the shortfall in sustainment labor before the peacetime labor need is
fulfilled; at that point, civilians should be added. In region 4, on the
other hand, adding active members will eliminate the peacetime labor
shortfall before the sustainment need is satisfied; then reserve acces-
sions should be added.

According to Fig. 4.1, our hypothetical POF should use either a com-
bination of active and reserve accessions (with all crossflows accepted)
or a combination of active and civilian accessions (perhaps with some
crossflow reserves), depending on how its peacetime and sustainment
goals compare with its surge goal. This particular POF would never
find it cost-effective to access juniors in all three personnel
classifications-although a POF with different parameter values
might.'

How, then, does this manning strategy differ from what would be
recommended by two-way analysis methods? The two-way approach to
evaluating the active-reserve balance ignores peacetime labor require-
ments, which is appropriate in regions 1 and 5; the two-way approach
to civilianization decisions ignores the sustainment goal, which is
appropriate in region 2. With those three goal structures, a two-way
analysis that recognizes inventory flows (and crossflows) and uses the
same cost and parameter values as the total force model will yield
exactly the same conclusions about the most cost-effective manning
and the savings it offers over any alternative manning. What makes
the TFM model different is its treatment of the goal structures in
regions 3 and 4. In those areas, the model recommends using more

'It is established policy in the reserve components to limit the number of prior service
accessions in order to maintain a flow of personnel from junior to senior ranks. This
policy is predicated on a number of factors, such as morale, that are not recognized by
the total force model. The purpose of the model is not to supplant decisionmaking based
on a wider array of concerns, but to assist such decisionmaking by providing insight into
its potential cost and effectiveness implications.
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than the minimal active force-a recommendation not supported by the
two-way findings.

The manning guidelines generated by the rudimentary model are
straightforward. Once the various manpower substitution opportuni-
ties have been assessed, the choice of a cost-effective manning option
follows logically from judgments about the relative magnitudes of a
POF's surge, sustainment, and peacetime goals.

Of course, the simplicity of the guidelines depends in part on the
simplicity of our rudimentary model. In current research, we are
developing more complex guidelines based on more complex models
that acknowledge, for example, that reserves might have some surge
availability. And the guidelines would become even more complex to
derive and explain if we considered nonlinear models to accommodate,
for example, variable rates of labor substitution over different output
ranges.

The sensitivity of guidelines to the complexity of the model raises
the general issue of the validity of decisionmaking guidelines. By their
nature, guidelines can only recommend broadly applicable courses of
action that more detailed and specific investigation might call into
question. Compared with two-way analysis, a linear total force model
tailors guidelines more closely to variations in manpower management
objectives. And if a more sophisticated total force model led to more
complicated guidelines, that would simply corroborate the obvious fact
that managing the total force cost-effectively is a complex task.

THE MARGINAL COSTS OF RAISING GOALS

A TFM model can also be used to determine how a POF's total cost
would change if wartime or peacetime goals were raised (or lowered).
Decisionmakers can use that information to judge whether, on balance,
reallocating a given total defense budget among parts of the force could
improve overall defense.

Based on our illustrative data, Table 4.1 shows the marginal cost
implications of adding one "unit" (i.e., the amount of output produced
annually by one fully available, fully qualified worker) to each goal,
holding the other two goals constant. These estimates are generated
automatically as shadow prices on the three goal constraints when the
TFM model is operated as an automated linear optimization model. As
the table indicates, the estimates differ depending on the POF's goal
structure; a different set of estimates pertains to each of the goal
regions in Fig. 4.1.
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Table 4.1

ILLUSTRATIVE MARGINAL COSTS OF PEACETIME

AND WARTIME TARGETS

Costs of Adding One Unit to:

Surge Sustainment Peacetime
Region/Manning Goal Goal Goal

1. Minimal active force.
Add crossflows to attain $46,724 $13,125 $0
sustainment goal.

2. Minimal active force.
Use crosaflows to attain $5,400 $13,125 $42,934
sustainment goal. Add
civilians to meet
peacetime goal.

3. Use actives with crosaflows
to meet sustainment goal. $0 $17,338 $42,934
Add civilians to meet
peacetime goal.

4. Use actives with crossflows
to meet peacetime goal. $0 $24,505 $33,412
Add reserves to attain
sustainment goal.

5. Minimal active force.
* Use all crosaflows. $32,158 $25,404 $0

Add reserves to meet
sustainment goal.

Given the simplicity of our rudimentary model, it is also possible to
compute the marginal cost estimates manually using the technique
shown in App. C. The cost of raising a particular goal depends on how
the goal increment would be achieved. For example, in goal region 4,
the manning guideline is: Use active personnel (and allow all
crossflows) until the peacetime goal is satisfied, then add reserve acces-
sions to satisfy the sustainment goal. Since this means using more
than enough active force personnel to satisfy the surge requirement,
adding one to that target imposes no additional costs. However,
increasing the sustainment goal by one unit would raise costs by
$24,505 to support 1.25 additional senior reserve billets. Finally, if the
peacetime goal were raised by one unit, the additional labor
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requirements would be met by adding 1.039 senior active billets (along
with the junior actives and crossfiow reserves that come with them).
Although this would add $66,001 in expenditures for active and
crossflow personnel, it would also replace 1.66 senior reserve billets
(saving almost $32,590) in meeting the sustainment goal-so the net
marginal cost per unit of the peacetime goal is just $33,412.

The total force analysis can provide insights not found in two-way
analyses, even when they correctly identify a cost-effective manning
strategy. In region 2, for example, a two-way analysis would correctly
recommend using civilians to meet residual peacetime labor demand.,
But the two-way analysis would reach this conclusion by ignoring any
active personnel positions set aside to meet the surge goal, and there-
fore could not address questions about the costs of changing that goal.
In contrast, Table 4.1 not only evaluates the cost of raising the surge
goal, but shows it is quite different from the pipeline cost ($59,849) of
adding a senior active billet to the force.

At a still higher level of decisionmaking, information about marginal
costs in various parts of the force can aid decisions about allocating the
overall budget among them. Suppose, for example, that a Service
wishes to expand some surge response capability that could reasonably
be performed by more than one existing POF. (Perhaps the proposal is
to expand some air support units' sea rescue duties.) If the military
POFs differ in their output goal structures, they might have different
marginal costs. The marginal cost analysis could suggest which units
could support the added surge requirement at least cost. Or the
analysis might suggest that certain units could add a higher level of
surge than others at any given additional expenditure. In this context,
the TFM model does not dictate the best course of action, but it can
provide vital cost information to support manpower utilization deci-
sions.

USING A TFM MODEL TO SUPPORT OTHER DECISIONS

Just as the goal constraints generate shadow prices that indicate the
marginal costs of raising the goals, other constraints in a TFM model
generate other shadow prices indicating how defense costs would be
affected by relaxing the constraint. This means the model can be used
to evaluate the implications of any type of defense policy or situation
that can be expressed as a linear constraint on the TFM solution.

The rudimentary TFM model in this report, for example, includes
four retention constraints (Eqs. (A.4) through (A.7) in App. A). Each
of these constraints dictates that the number of entrants to a senior
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personnel category cannot exceed a maximum fraction of accessions.
The shadow prices on the constraints estimate the amount of savings
the POF would incur if it could obtain one additional retainee (i.e., if
one more entrant beyond the maximum could enter the senior
category). This savings estimate (which would be zero if retaining
additional personnel is not cost-effective) may be interpreted as the
maximum amount the Department of Defense should be willing to
spend to raise retention. For example, in goal region 4, the shadow
price on the active retention limit is $26,656; it would not be cost-
effective to pay more than this amount to obtain one additional senior
active retainee.

I



V. PROSPECTS FOR TOTAL FORCE
MANAGEMENT

Our total force management model addresses itself to the objectives
stated in the GAO report cited at the outset of this analysis. That
report took as given that the Department of Defense should implement
a management system that uses both military and civilian personnel in
the most cost-effective manner. But legitimate questions might be
raised about the desirability and feasibility of applying our TFM
modeling approach in the context of existing defense policies and pro-
cedures. This section discusses the following aspects of desirability and
feasibility:

" Consistency with existing defense policy guidance;
" Comparison with alternative methodological approaches;
" Adaptability to existing decision procedures; and
" Feasibility of building more realistic TFM models.

CONSISTENCY WITH CURRENT GUIDANCE

Existing DoD policy guidance may be inconsistent with using cost-
effectiveness as the standard for selecting between military andl civilian
manning. According to DoD Directive 1100.4:

Civilian personnel will be used in positions which do not require mili-
tary incumbents for reasons of law, training, security, discipline, rota-
tion, or combat readiness, which do not require military background
for successful performance of tht duties involved, and which do not
entail unusual hours not normally associated or compatible with
civilian employment.

This instruction could be interpreted as opposing the use of a larger
than minimal active force to meet peacetime operating goals, even
though our rudimentary model suggests that such manning can some-
times be cost-effective.

At present, it is not certain whether the Department of Defense
would be amenable to altering this guidance to make cost-effectiveness
a central manning criterion. As we have illustrated, a standard two-
way analysis suggests that civilians are more cost-effective than mili-
tary personnel at providing peacetime labor. Since the standard
analysis does not reveal a potential conflict between following
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Instruction 1100.4 and using cost-effective manning, there has been lit-
tle reason to question whether the instruction should be changed.

But suppose that a conflict between 1100.4 (or other management
guidelines) and cost-effective manning were proven and the Depart-
ment of Defense nevertheless favored retaining current policy. (For
example, Instruction 1100.4 might be considered justified on the
grounds that it is socially undesirable to maintain a standing force
larger than absolutely necessary for defense readiness.)' Would that
mean the kind of total force management evaluation envisioned in this
report is irrelevant?

We think not. Just as a total force model can be used to identify
cost-effective manning strategies, it can also be used to determine how
much more it costs to use a strategy that is not strictly cost-effective.
For example, the model can reveal whether it costs more (and by how
much) to maintain given levels of wartime and peacetime capability
while minimizing the standing military force-and thus can attach a
price tag to that social objective. And, from a practical standpoint, the
model can suggest where and how the minimal standing force should be
used during peacetime to keep that price tag as low as possible.

COMPARISON WITH ALTERNATIVE METHODOLOGICAL

APPROACHES

The POF modeling technique described in Sec. II embodies three
features that distinguish it from some other manpower management
evaluation methods:

1. The POF technique explicitly coordinates manning to meet
both wartime and peacetime operating goals, and hence explic-
itly accounts for the value of personnel who can jointly sup-
port goals in multiple environments. In contrast, some
analysis methods begin by sorting jobs into wartime and
peacetime categories before evaluating cost-effectiveness.

2. The POF technique explicitly models the personnel inventory
flows that fill defense billets, and hence accounts for the cost
of personnel who may be underutilized in some environments
but are needed to maintain desired manpower supplies. In
contrast, the Department of Defense usually prices out only
the billets to be filled (perhaps with some allocated share of

'This motivation was suggested in an unpublished report by Dr. Deborah Clay-
Mendez, a Pentagon analyst. Her paper also suggested that there might be a conflict
between 1100.4 and cost-effective total force management, and recommended further
investigation along the lines of our study.
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training and other acquisition costs) when evaluating manning
decisions.

3. In a multi-POF framework, the technique permits a TFM
model to capture not only interactions in which various
defense activities support one another (e.g., when a repair
activity maintains equipment for use in a combat activity), but
also interactions involving flows of personnel among activities
(e.g., for rotation).

In this report, we used a simple, single-POF model to demonstrate the
implications of the first feature listed above. However, research to be
documented in future reports show that features 2 and 3 can also pro-
duce conclusions different from more conventional methods.

Feature I-recognition of both wartime and peacetime goals-can be
(and sometimes is) incorporated in analyses that compare fully speci-
fied manning alternatives. In cases where a mission might be assigned
to either an active or reserve component, for example, analysts in each
component might develop a fully specified "proposal" for manning and
supporting the mission, taking into account both wartime and peace-
time operational needs. A comparison of the alternative proposals
would then implicitly account for joint production. However, features
2 and 3 of our TFM modeling approach are not reflected in
active/reserve analyses, so a fully specified TFM model can still yield
conclusions different from more conventional methods.

Feature 2-recognition of inventory flow requirements-is a matter
that has often been considered by model builders but not explicitly
incorporated in model designs. A common argument is that the costs
for personnel needed to maintain inventory flows into a required billet
need not be considered because such personnel would not be left idle;
instead, according to this argument, such personnel would be fully uti-
lized in some other, unspecified activity where their value in production
would offset their costs. This argument would be valid if there were
mechanisms to assure that personnel were always assigned to tasks in
a way that equates their marginal replacement cost with their current
pay and benefits. However, it is precisely the difficulty of achieving
such a result in the defense context that warrants the development of
TFM models to support manning decisions.

Feature 3-the ability to assess the implications of flows of person-
nel among POFs-represents perhaps the most promising and signifi-
cant opportunity to gain new insights into manpower management via
a TFM model. Given limited lateral entry to personnel inventories,
policies that rotate personnel through various billets or assign them
differing wartime and peacetime jobs become critical to achieving the
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least costly personnel inventory structure consistent with meeting war-
time and peacetime goals. Yet methodological tools for addressing
rotation and mobilization assignment policies in the context of making
manning decisions are virtually nonexistent. This is a particularly dis-
turbing shortfall in analyses of civilianization actions, where the cost-
effectiveness of replacing military personnel depends critically on the
roles they would play in other activities during an overseas tour or if
mobilized elsewhere in event of war.

In short, extensions to the rudimentary, single-POF model presented
in this report hold considerable promise for improving upon existing
capabilities for manpower and personnel policy evaluation.

ADAPTABILITY TO EXISTING DECISION PROCEDURES

Under the Planning, Programming, and Budgeting System (PPBS)
and the associated acquisition decision process, the Department of
Defense has established a complex system of analytical procedures.
Methods of analysis differ somewhat from one level and phase of
decisionmaking to another. Accordingly, some aspects of a TFM model
design would vary depending on where and how the model would be
applied.

The rudimentary model developed here examines manning decisions
in a long-run, steady-state context, where the objective is to select the
least costly personnel structure consistent with output goals. Such a
model would be best suited to studies in support of weapons system
cost analysis (in the acquisition decision process) or in the planning
phase of PPBS. In addition, such a model is especially appropriate for
evaluating and developing general manning guidelines, as Sec. IV illus-
trated.

During programming and budgeting efforts, however, compliance
with cost or end-strength constraints and year-to-year changes in costs
and effectiveness are central concerns. The rudimentary model is not
well suited to those needs.

In principle, a TFM model might be developed to assess time-phased
manning policies, taking account of inventory dynamics. As described
below, existing dynamic inventory projection models might be adapted
for this purpose.

However, attempting to optimize in programming and budgeting
exercises poses a far more difficult challenge: Since budgets or end-
strength limits impose annualized, aggregative constraints, optimiza-
tion appears to hinge on modeling the full range of defense activities
and attaching comparative values to achieving all goals at all points in
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time. In current research, we are investigating alternatives to building
such a comprehensive model. In the interim, it appears that TFM
modeling is better suited to planning applications and guidelines
development.

FEASIBILITY OF BUILDING MORE REALISTIC TFM
MODELS

Our rudimentary TFM model oversimplifies in two ways. One is
that it uses simplified equations to describe the operation of a part of
force. The other is that it contains only one POF and does not deal
with interactions among POFs.

The most complex component of a POF model is its inventory
management module. Our rudimentary model characterizes inventory
management in terms of a steady-state module containing only a few
personnel categories. However, each of the services has fairly sophisti-
cated inventory management models that are able to predict, in consid-
erable detail, dynamic adjustments in military personnel inventories for
many years into the future. These models allow personnel planners to
assess how military personnel inventories would change if retention,
accession, and promotion policies change.

Tailoring the existing inventory projection models for use in man-
ning policy evaluation would take some development. In some cases,
the models do not associate costs with the inventories, although this
should be a relatively easy extension. The larger challenge lies in
developing inventory models that can identify the personnel policies
needed to meet a particular inventory outcome, rather than simply
predict future outcomes of specified personnel management policies.
However, this extension is essential only if a TFM model is to be
operated in an optimization mode; relatively little adaptation would be
required to apply existing inventory projection models for use in TFM
models applied solely in a what-i mode.

Additional development would be needed to create inventory
management modules for civilian manpower and to characterize
crossflow patterns among the active, reserve, and civilian inventories.
These are all areas in which improvements in DoD personnel models
would be desirable for various management purposes quite apart from
their use in TFM modeling. Similarly, a TFM model is not the only
potential application warranting the development of modeling tech-
niques to address the cost and effectiveness implications of civilian
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contracting and the role of noninventoried personnel in wartime pro-
duction.

2

The other major components of a POF model are the relationships
the model specifies between manning and the satisfaction of peacetime
and wartime labor goals. As Sec. II noted, the Services already have
developed data sources and methods for cowputing standardized labor
requirements to achieve various operating and capability levels; a POF
model is amenable to using such requirements data tu set labor goals,
or to incorporating entire production models and deriving requirements
internally. Existing manpower planning procedures also use data on
personnel availability that would be useful in a POF model. The prin-
cipal area in which existing data bases provide inadequate information
to support POF modeling is the shortage of data on the comparative
performance of different types of personnel-the need for data for gen-
eral management purposes is widely acknowledged within the Depart-
ment of Defense.

Dealing with interactions among POFs entails characterizing the
ways POFs can interact and capturing the relationships in a multi-
POF model. In continuing research, we have devised models contain-
ing up to five POFs that interact by drawing on the same personnel
pools (through rotation and mobilization patterns) or by setting mutu-
ally consistent goals. Much larger models are clearly feasible, although
our research to date suggests that many TFM issues can be addressed
'idequately by modeling selected portions of the overall defense system;
further research along these lines is warranted to find suitable ways to
keep TFM models sufficiently small and swift to retain their value as
exploratory analytic devices.

CONCLUDING COMMENTS

This report has explored the nature of a total force approach to DoD
labor management. The aim was not to judge existing management,
but to test whether explicit recognition of joint production in meeting
peacetime and wartime goals could lead to conclusions different from
the familiar analytic approaches. For that purpose, we set illustrative
numerical values that had some basis in fact and seemed plausible
based on our previous research experience. As it turned out, those
values produced results consistent with familiar analyses, yet could

2By our definition, noninventoried personnel are individuals who can be called upon
to supply defense labor in wartime but are not on the defense payroll during peacetime.
Prominent examples are recallable retired military personnel and the Individual Ready
Reserve.
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yield very different conclusions when used in a simple total force
management model. And we found that the total force analytic
approach could offer additional insights into various aspects of person-
nel management, such as in evaluating retention bonus levels.

The suggested approach to total force management modeling shows
promise as a basis for developing applied models. However, the aims of
the study will be met if it simply encourages other analysts to consider
the broader wartime capability and peacetime performance implications
of the policy options they evaluate and the manpower management sys-
tems they design.



Appendix A

RUDIMENTARY MODEL REFERENCE TABLES

This appendix contains a full listing of the parameters. variables,
and equations for the rudimentary model described in Sec. II. Table
A.1 lists the variables and parameters for the complete model; the table
also shows initial values for the input parameters, as derived in App. B.
Table A.2 lists "spreadsheet" equations that compute various summary
values used in the linear programming solution.

In linear optimization, the objective is to select the personnel
management variables, M1 through M,, so as to minimize total costs (C
in Eq. (A.52)), subject to the following constraints:

* Labor valuation in each environment must meet or exceed the
corresponding labor goal:

Surge requirement: Gd - Qd -< 0 , (A.1)

Sustainment requirement: Gm - Qm- 0 , (A.2)

Peacetime requirement: Gp - Qp_ 0 . (A.3)

*The number of retainees accepted in the senior forces cannot

exceed the numbers of volunteers:

Active retention limit: MI4 - (MI) (Ba) < 0 , (A.4)

Reserve retention limit: Mr,- (M2) (Br) -< 0 , (A.5)

Civilian retention limit: MI6  (M3) (Be) <- 0 , (A.6)

Crossflow retention limit: Mx - M1)(B1 ) <- 0 . (A.7)
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Table A.1

DEFINITIONS, LABELS. AND INITIAL VALUESa OF PARAMETERSAND VARIABLES USED IN THE RUDIMENTARY MODEL

Input Variables Label Value

LABOR GOALS (in standard units)
Surge labor Gd (b)
Sustainment labor G (b)
Peacetime laboriGt (bINVENTORY PARAMETERS

Junior active EYOSc 2.9
Junior reserve EYOSC2 3.3
Junior civilian EYOSc 4.0
Senior active EYOS c  

6.0
Senior reserve EYOSc5 9.3
Senior civilian EYOSc6 8
Active maximum retention0d B 8.00
Reserve maximum retentiond Br 0.30
Civilian maximum retention d  B 0.50Crossflew maximum retentiond Bx 0.131

AVAILABILITY PARAMETERS
Surge availabiit:

Junior active Adl 1.00Junior reserve Ad2 0.00Junior civilian A d , 0 00Senior active Ad4  o.0
Senior reserve Ad5  000
Senior civilian Ad6 000Sustainment auailibiliey."
Junior active A nal 1.00Junior reserve Am2 1.00Junior civilian Am3 0.00Senior active Am4  1.00Senior reserve Am,9 1.00Senior civilian Am6 0.00
Peacetime aaiability"
Junior active Ap1  0.60Junior reserve A 2  0.00Junior civilian A P2.8
Senior active Ap4 0.65Senior reserve A 5  0.00)Senior civilian A 6  0.85

EFFECTIVENESS PARAMETERS
Surge effectiueess:
Junior active Edi 0.00.Junior reserve Ed2  N/AJunior civilian Eda N/ASenior active Ed4  1.00Senir reserve d5 N/ASenior civilian Ed6 N/A
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Table A. 1-continued

Input Variables Label Value

Sustainment effectiveness:
Junior active E.1 0.00
Junior reserve E.2 0.00
Junior civilian E.3 N/A
Senior active E.4 1.00
Senior reserve Em5 0.80
Senior civilian EM6 N/A

Peacetime effectiveness:
Junior active p1 0.625
Junior reserve p2 N/A
Junior civilian 0.625
Senior active EP4  1.00
Senior reserve EP5  N/A
Senior civilian Ep6  1.00

COST PARAMETERS
Active entry (nonlabor) Ja $4,400
Reserve entry (nonlabor) J, $4,400
Civilian entry (nonlabor) J, $0
Junior active annual pay J! $25,100
Junior reserve annual pay J2 $7,000
Junior civilian annual pay J3 $23,700
Senior active annual pay J4 $37,700
Senior reserve annual pay J5 $10,500

Senior civilian annual pay J6 $35,600

Management Variables Label Value

Active accessions M 1  NA
Reserve accessionsM, NA
Civilian accessions M3 NA
Active retainees M4  NA
Reserve retainees U, NA
Civilian retainees M 6  NA
Crossflows M" NA

'See App. B for information on how initial values were estimated.
bAlternative values for labor goals reflect hypothetical parts of force

with varying combinations of wartime and peacetime operating responsi-
bilities.

cEYOS - expected length of service, in years, within a personnel
category. See Sec. II for further discussion.

TThroughout the model, retention rates are stated as a fraction of
accessions ioto a junior personnel category. Maximum rates indicate the
fraction volunteering to remain in DoD service beyond four years and
hence to enter the corresponding senior personnel category. The max-
imum "crossflow" retention rate is the fraction of junior active accessions
volunteering to enter the senior reserves. The model permits the DoD to
accept fewer retainees than the maximum rate indicates.
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Table A.2

SPREADSHEET CALCULATIONS FOR RUDIMENTARY MODEL

Category Equation Equation Number

Steady-State Peacetime Inventories

Junior active 11 = (M 0 (YO) (A.8)
Junior reserve 12 = NO2 (Y2) (A.9)
Junior civilian 13 = WM3) (W3  (A.10)
Senior active 14 = (K) (Y4) (A. 11)
Senior reserve 15 = WM5 + Mid (W5  (A.12)
Senior civilian 16 = WO6 (W6  (A.13)

Labor Valuation (standard labor unit equivalents)

Values in surge environment:
Junior active Qdi = (11) (Ad 1) (Ed 1) (A. 14)
Junior reserve Qd2 = (12) (Ad2) (Ed2) (A.15)
Junior civilian Qd3 = (W3 (Ada) (Ed3) (A. 16)
Senior active Qd4 = (14) (Ad4 ) (Ed4 ) (A.l1)
Senior reserve Qd5 = (W5 (Ads) (Ed5) (A. 18)
Senior civilian Qdf; = (16) (Ad6) (Ed6) (A. 19)
Total active Qd. Qdi + Qd4 (A.20)
Total reserve Qdr = Qd2 + Qd5 (A.21)
Total civilian Qdc Qd3 + Qd6 (A.22)
Total force Qd -Qcla + Qdr + Qd, (A.23)

Values in sustainment environment
Junior active Q.1 = UI1) (A.mi) (E.m1) (A.24)
Junior reserve Q.2 = (12) (Am2) (Em2) (A.25)
Junior civilian Q,3 = (13) (Am3) (E.m,) (A.26)
Senior active Q.4 =(14) (A.4) (E.4) (A.27)
Senior reserve Q.5~ = (15) (A.0) (Em.9) (A.28)
Total active Qma = Qml + Qm4 (A.29)
Total reserve Qmr = Qm2 + Qm5 (A.30)
Total civilian Qmc = Qm3 + Qm6 (A.31)
Total force Qm = Qma +- Qmr + Qmc (A.32)

Values in peacetime c'nironment:
Junior active Q = (11) (Ap1 ) (Ep1 ) (A.33)
Jiunior reserve Q2= (12) (Ap 2) (E, 2) (A.34)
Junior civilian =p1 (13) (Ap3) (E, 3) (A.35)
Senior active Qp (14) (Ap4) (Ep4) (A.36)
Senior reserve Q =, -(0) (Ap5) (EP5  (A.37)
Senior civilian Qp -(16) (Ap 6) (EP6) (A.38)
Total active Qp = + Q4(A.39)

ofTotal reserve =p Qp2 + Q5(A.40)
Total civilian =p p + Qp6 (A.41)
Total force QP Qpa + Qpr + Qc(A.42)
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Table A.2-continued

Personnel Costs ($)

Junior active C1 = M1 [Ja + (Y1)(J 1)] (A.43)
Junior reserve C2 = M2[J, + (Y2) (J2)] (A.44)
Junior civilian C3 = (M 3 ) (Y 3 )(J 3) (A.45)
Senior active C4 = (M 4 ) (Y 4 ) (J4) (A.46)
Senior reserve C5 = [M5 + M.](Y5)(J 5 ) (A.47)
Senior civilian C 6 = (M6) (Y6 (J6 ) (A.48)
Total active C. = C1 + C 4  (A.49)
Total reserve C, = C2 + C5  (A.50)
Total civilian Cc = C3 + C6  (A.51)
Total force C = C. + C r + Cc (A.52)

4
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Appendix B

DEVELOPMENT OF THE ILLUSTRATIVE
PARAMETERS

The DoD Manpower Requirements Report for FY 871 provided the
basic data to estimate the inventory flow rates and personnel pay and
expenditure rates used in this study's numerical illustrations. Table
B.1 lists the military manpower data we obtained from that report,
whereas Table B.2 shows the aggregate costs and the average cost fac-
tors we computed from them. The remainder of this appendix explains
how we translated those data into:

* Average lengths of stay in the junior and senior categories for
active and reserve personnel;

* Flow rates from the junior to senior military categories (includ-
ing crossflows); and

* Average pay and indirect costs per person in the junior and
senior categories, active, reserve, and civilian.

Although this appendix computes detailed values, App. A shows that
we rounded all costs to the nearest $100.

AVERAGE LENGTHS OF SERVICE

As Sec. II noted, we defined the junior category as consisting of mili-
tary personnel with less than four years of military service. According
to Table B.1, the Department of Defense expected to have 968,400
junior active members and 381,900 junior reserves in ending inven-
tories.

For the junior military categories, the average length of service was
estimated by dividing total junior man-years by junior (i.e., nonprior
service (NPS)) accessions; this assumes that the NPS accessions for
FY 87 are the number that would be necessary annually to maintain
the FY 87 junior inventory. Since accessions data for officers were not
complete, we developed a rough approximation. If the ratio of officer
NPS accessions to officers in the junior category matched the ratio for

'Department of Defense, Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense (Force Manage-
ment and Personnel), Manpower Requirements Report for FY87, Vol. III, Force Readiness
Report, selected tables and computations from tabular data, Washington, D.C., 1987.
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Table B.2

COST DATA SUPPORTING THE NUMERICAL ILLUSTRATIONS

Number of
Aggregate Cost Recipients Average

Cost Element ($000,000) (000) Costa

Military personnel
appropriationsb $67,058 2,181 $30,746

Reserve and Guard personnel
appropriationab 9,756 1,186 8,226

Civilian costs 33,032 1,114 29,652
Personnel support:

Recruiting 595 456 c  1,305
Trainipg 3,233 4 5 6

c  7,090
Other 12,347 2 ,3 0 0 e 5,368

SOURCE: Department of Defense, Office of the Assistant Secretary
of Defense (FM&P), Manpower Requirements Report for FY 87, Force
Readiness Report, Vol. II, Table VIII-3, page VIII-6, unless otherwise
noted.

'Computed as the ratio of aggregate cost to number of recipients.
blncludes retirement pay accrual.
CEstimated total nonprior service accessions, active and reserve.
dIncludes medical support, overseas dependent education, half of

base operating support, and other personnel support. Excludes labor
costs and housing construction.

eActive strength plus 10 percent of reserve strength.

enlisted personnel, there would be over 29,000 active officer and over
4200 reserve officer NPS accessions. Since officers have higher con-
tinuation rates than enlisted personnel, we arbitrarily reduced the
values of NPS officer accessions to 25,000 for actives, and to 4000 for
reserves. This implies that there would be 337,800 NPS active acces-
sions and 116,200 NPS reserve accessions. The implied average years
of service in the junior categories are:

Y, - 968.4/337.8 - 2.9 years ; (B.1)

and

Y2 - 381.9/116.2 - 3.3 years . (B.2)

In principle, two methods could be used to compute senior lengths of
stay: taking the ratio of senior manpower to first (and interim) term
retention or using data on the current overall average lengths of ser-
vice. The two methods will yield similar results when an inventory is
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in steady state or growing only slowly, as is the case for the active
inventory. However, when an inventory is growing rapidly-as is true
for the selected reserves-the ratio method will tend to understate
current senior stays. For that reason (and because the retention data
are far from complete), we used the overall average stay data to com-
pute senior man-years per retainee.

The overall average length of service is a weighted average of the
junior and senior averages, where the weights are the shares of person-
nel in the junior and senior categories.2 Letting x represent the total
length of stay for seniors, the formula for the active force is:

(6.8) (2,160.7) - 1,192.3 x + (968.4) (2.9) , (B.3)

and the formula for the reserve force is:

(9.9) (1,118.6) - 736.7 x + (381.9) (3.3) . (B.4)

In each case, the resulting value for x includes four years of junior ser-
vice which were subtracted to obtain the average number of years in
the senior category. The results are:

Y- 6.0 and Y5 - 9.3 . (B.5)

INVENTORY FLOW VALUATION

The number of entrants to a senior category necessary to sustain its
size is the ratio of the category size to the average years of service in
the category. For the active force, the requirement is (1,192,300/6 -)
198,700 flows into the senior category. This represents 58 percent of
the active junior accessions, so Ba - 0.58. This rate tends to be a bit
higher than actually observed retention rates because it ignores the fact
that some senior actives come from junior reserves.3

For the reserve force, the required number of steady-state entrants
to the senior category is (736,700/9.3 -) 79,215, including both reten-
tion flows from the junior reserves and prior service accessions.
Because the reserve force is in a growth phase, current accessions are

2 This assumes that the reported averages were computed by totaling the years of
experience in the force and dividing by total inventory. Note that this is only an approx-
imation to the career average length of stay since it is based on a "snapehot" of average
stays at a particular point in time.

3 The value of Ba also appears higher than published first-term retention rates
because the value is baaed on retention at the fourth year. For example, unpublished
data from the Enlisted Force Management System RAND is developing jointly with the
Air Force indicate that the average enlisted first-term retention rate is 0.31, but that the
rate for attaining four years of service is 0.46.
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much larger than necessary to sustain the current senior reserve force
size. Therefore, we computed the hypothetical number of prior service
accessions necessary to achieve the steady-state inflow, given currently
observed reserve retention rates.

According to Table B.1, the ratio of career reenlistments for the
Army Guard and Army Reserve to the size of those junior forces is 0.3,
and we set Br to this value. If this applied to all reserve forces, the
number of senior reserve inflows from retention would be (0.3 times
116.2 =) 34,860-and the prior service accessions needed to achieve
79,215 senior inflows would be 44,355. Assuming that all of the prior
service accessions represent crossflows from the junior active to senior
reserve force, the steady-state number of crossflows would represent
13.1 percent of junior active accessions, so B. - 0.131. This crossflow
rate is quite consistent with statistics from a current RAND study on
reserve enlistment following active service.

AVERAGE COST VALUES

As Sec. II noted, we assume that the average pay for a senior active
member is 1.5 times the average for a junior active member. This
assumption was based on observing estimated average pay by grade for
FY 86 from Palmer and Osbaldeston (1988). (In the Army, for exam-
ple, the ratio of E-5 to E-2 pay is 1.4, whereas the ratio of 0-5 to 0-1
pay is 2.5.) We solved for the pay rates by noting that the overall
average active pay ($30,746) is the weighted average of the junior and
senior rates, where the weights are the shares of the force in each
category. Lacking evidence to the contrary, we made the same assump-
tion about relative junior and senior pay to compute the reserve pay
rates.

Data on civilians with different lengths of defense employment are
not readily available. Arbitrarily, we specified that the average length
of junior service is four years, the average length of senior service is
eight years, and half of all civilian hires continue into the senior
category. This implies that the civilian workforce would be half juniors
and half seniors. Applying 1.5 as the ratio of senior to junior pay
results in the junior and senior pay rates shown in App. A. Notably,
since we assume senior civilians are 1.6 times as effective as junior
civilians, the assumed civilian pay rates make senior civilians some-
what more cost-effective than juniors.

The only indirect costs included in our illustrations are for recruit-
ing and entry-level basic and skill training. Although the manpower
report for FY 87 included values for these costs, we used estimates
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from Palmer and Osbaldeston (1988), which were $430 for recruiting
and about $400 for initial training. These estimates are for nonlabor
costs only; see Sec. II for an explanation of how indirect labor costs are
recognized in the model. We also assumed (as civilian cost studies
often do) that there are no recruitment, basic, or entry skill training
costs for civilians.

of
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Appendix C

COMPUTATION OF MARGINAL COSTS

This appendix shows how the marginal costs in Sec. IV were
derived.

NOTATION

Equations are easier to read if we use a slightly modified version of
the model notation. The notation used below is:

D = Surge goal
M = Sustainment goal
P = Peacetime goal
A = Number of senior active man-years obtained under a manning

option
X = Senior reserve man-years obtained from crossflows
R = Seniur reserve man-years obtained from junior reserve

accessions
N = Senior civilian man-years
C = Total expenditures under a manning option

NUMERICAL VALUES

For easy reference, the following summarizes the numerical values
used in these calculations:

* Pipeline expenditure per unit A (excluding crossflr'ws): $59,849.
" Expenditure per unit A, including crossflows: $63,524.
" Pipeline expenditure per unit R: $19,604.
" Expenditure per unit X (excluding cost of junior active man-

years): $10,500.
" Expenditure per unit N: $59,300.
" Crossflow man-years available per unit A: 0.350.
" Units of sustainment labor provided:

1er unit A, excluding crossflows: 1.000
Per unit A, including crosaflows: 1.28
Per unit X: 0.80

57
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Per unit R: 0.80
Per unit N: 0
Units of peacetime labor provided:
Per unit A, excluding crossflows: 0.9625
Per unit A, including crossflows: 0.9625
Per unit X: 0
Per unit R: 0
Per unit N: 1.3812

COMPUTATIONS

The general cost equation for any manning option is:

C - $59,849A + $10,500X + $19,604R + $59,300N . (C.1)

When all crossflows from active juniors are accepted into the senior
reserves, the cost equation can also be written:

C = $63,524A + $19,604R + $59,300N , (C.2)

where $63,524A includes the costs for X = 0.350.
The marginal costs are found by:

1. Specifying the cost-effective manning option by relating man-
ning levels (A, X, R, N) to the targets (D, M, P); and

2. Substituting the manning-level conditions in the cost equa-
tion, (A.1) or (A.2), and solving for total cost as a function of
D, M, and P.

The coefficients in the resulting cost function are the marginal costs
per unit of D, M, and P, holding the other two targets constant.

Region 1

Cost-effective manning is to use the minimum acceptable active
force, and accept just enough crossflows to satisfy the sustainment
goal. The conditions are

A - D; 0.80X - M - D (or X - 1.25(M - D));

R - 0; N - 0. (C.3)

The cost function is
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C - 59,849A + 10,500X

= 59,849D + 10,500(M - D)(1.25)

- $46,724D + $13,125M. (C.4)

The marginal cost of P is zero.

Region 2

Cost-effective manning is to use the minimum acceptable active
force, accept just enough crossflows to satisfy the sustainment goal;
then add civilians to satisfy the peacetime goal. The conditions are

A - D; X = 1.25 (M - D); R = 0; N = (P - 0.9625D)/1.3812 . (C.5)

The cost function is

C - 59,849A + 10,500X + 59,300N

= 59,849A + 10,500(1.25) (M - D) + 59,300(P - 0.9625D)/1.3812

- $5,400D + 13,125M + $42,934P . (C.6)

Region 3

Cost-effective manning is to use active personnel (with all
crossflows) to meet the sustainment goal, then add civilians to satisfy
peacetime demand. The conditions are

1.28A - M (or A = 0.781M); N - (P - 0.9625A)/1.3812; R - 0 (C.7)

The cost function is

C - 63,524A + 59,300N

- 63,524(0.781M) + 59,300[P - 0.9625(0.781S)]/1.3812

- $17,338M + $42,934P . (C.8)

The marginal cost of D is zero.

Region 4

Cost-effective manning is to use active forces (with all crossflows) to
meet the peacetime labor goal, and then use reserve accessions to meet
the sustainment goal. The conditions are
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0.9625A = P (or A = 1.039P); 0.80R = M - 1.28A

(or R = 1.25(M - 1.28A)); N = 0 (C.9)

The cost function is

C = 63,524A + 19,604R

= 63,524(1.039P) + 19,604(1.25[M - 1.28(1.039P)i

= $24,505M + $33,412P . (C.10)

The marginal cost of D is zero.

Region 5

Cost-effective manning is to use the minimum acceptable active
force, accept all crossflows, and then add reserves to satisfy the sus-
tainment goal. The conditions are

A D; R = 1.25(M - 1.28D); N = 0 . (C.11)

The cost function is:

C = 63,524A + 19,604R

= 63,524D - 19,604(1.25)(M - 1.28D)

= $32,158D + $25,404M . (C.12)

The marginal cost of P is zero.

I.
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